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Real reason Faraday Future deal
should never have been struck
By Thomas Mitchell
For all the recriminations and
navel gazing over the Faraday Future flop, no one is bringing up the
real reason that the deal should
never have been made in the first
place.
Yes, it was an ill-conceived idea
for gullible Nevada lawmakers in a
special session in 2015 on blind
faith alone to agree to dole out $215
million in tax abatements and credits to entice Faraday Future to build
an electric car factory at the Apex
industrial complex in North Las
Vegas, though at the time it did not

My Point
of View
By Rolando Larraz

It was a long weekend and the
celebration lasted until who-knowswhat-time of the next working day
when most people have to be at
work early in the morning.
We at Las Vegas Tribune and
radiotribune.com, together with a
neighbor, U-Haul dealer, Mail by
Renee postal services and a few
other neighbor businesses, including Fradon Publishing, enjoyed a
fantastic BBQ, gave thanks to the
Lord for the opportunity to live in
this beautiful and great country, and
prayed for its safety and for peace
in the world.
Yes, we did all that and that is
one of the reasons that you are reading this edition of Las Vegas Tribune late; for the first time in the
history of this newspaper we are
late because of celebrating a holiday or an event, but this year more
than ever we felt the need to blend
with our neighbors and the community and express our gratitude for
being part of this great nation; we
felt the need of showing how proud
we are of being who we are, of being an American.
But — and there is always a but
with me — while we all gathered
around and enjoy our food, I was
sitting in a perfect spot to oversee
everything in the party; furthermore, I took the liberty to ponder
my thoughts regarding our Independence Day celebrations.
We welcome the New Year on
the last day of the year that’s ending; we normally do not celebrate
that holiday at the end of the day,
so why is it not the same with the
nation’s birthday celebration?
This year the 4th of July was on
a Tuesday; some lucky people were
also off on Monday and were able
to have a four-day holiday, which
is great, but come Wednesday we
all have to go back to work. Yet if
we celebrate the 4th at the end of
the day some of us that have to get
up very early will have to ask for a
fifth day off because our neighbors
do not let us sleep due to their own
late celebrations.
The firecrackers display, the
loud music, the fights, the shootings
and everything else should be done
like our New Year ‘s EVE celebration — the day before — so we all
could have some rest and a good
night sleep.
Yeah, I know this is Las Vegas,
and that this is a party town but this
is also a normal city, or at least we’d
like to pretend that we are a normal
city, and we have jobs to perform,
meetings to attend and such, and it
would be very nice if we could all
perform our duties without being
tired, grouchy or the need to “call
in sick” because our neighbors, who
probably work swing shift or graveyard — or maybe are off the next
day — interrupted everyone’s daily
(See My Point of View, Page 2)

The only car Faraday Future has made.

even have a prototype vehicle. The
deal, struck by the Governor’s Office of Economic Development,
also promised to spend $120 million on infrastructure improvements
at the site — water, rail and widening of Interstate 15.
Faraday promised to build a $1
billion manufacturing facility, create 4,500 jobs and start producing
cars as early as 2016.
After visiting China in 2016
state Treasurer Dan Schwartz, long
a critic of the Faraday largesse by
the state, told the press, “We’re increasingly more concerned than we

were before that this is just a big
Ponzi scheme.”
He and all the handful of other
naysayers were right. Faraday has
pulled the plug, tucked tail and run
off.
But it wasn’t just naiveté or poor
negotiating skills or poor judgment
that made this a bad deal. It was
blatant and arrogant flouting of the
state Constitution. In fact, it was a
double flout.
You see the Constitution has a
Gift Clause, which states, “The
State shall not donate or loan
(See Faraday, Page 4)

brought our city to a different level
and gave Las Vegas a brighter future, along with another man, Rossi
Ralenkotter, whose only mistake
may be that he is a friend of Oscar
Goodman.
Back then, Las Vegas Tribune
responded to the Review-Journal’s
attack on Oscar Goodman by writing an editorial the newspaper entitled, “No One But Oscar,” emphasizing the paper’s support for the
man that later became the best
mayor Las Vegas ever had.
Las Vegas Review-Journal reported that “Las Vegas Convention
and Visitors Authority security officers left their posts on a Sunday
morning in 2014 to drive CEO

Rossi Ralenkotter to the home of
former Mayor Oscar Goodman, and
then picked him up that afternoon
to take him home.”
That is what is called journalism
these days — or perhaps the story
came about on a slow news day; but
either way that trio of banditos may
need to go back to journalism
school or maybe just take a cut in
their paychecks.
“A few months earlier, officers
stationed at the Las Vegas Convention Center took Ralenkotter to
Guardian Angel Cathedral and
picked him up an hour later, records
show,” they bravely reported to the
naive people that had the stomach
(See Goodman, Page 5)

Daily paper continues to ignore
Goodman’s service to Las Vegas
By Rolando Larraz
Las Vegas Tribune
The articles that a trio of Las
Vegas Review-Journal reporters
have been publishing against two
higher-up members of the Las Vegas Convention And Visitors Authority brought back memories of
eighteen years ago when one of the
subjects in those articles, Oscar
Goodman, was running for Las Vegas Mayor.
Coincidentally the same newspaper that attacked Oscar Goodman
eighteen years ago by writing an
editorial against his candidacy
titled, “Any One But Oscar,” is the
same newspaper that now is trying
to smear the name of the man who

OSCAR GOODMAN

By Thomas Mitchell
Railroad — to convict with undue haste and by means of false
charges or insufficient evidence; to
push through hastily or without due
consideration
Before jury selection began
Monday in the retrial of four defendants in the 2014 Bunkerville standoff at the Bundy ranch federal Judge
Gloria Navarro granted a prosecution motion to bar presentation of
evidence “supporting jury nullification.”
In April, in the first of three
scheduled trials for the Bunkerville
defendants — charged with obstruction of justice, conspiracy,
extortion, assault and impeding
(See Bundy, Page 3)

Protesters outside courthouse during first Bunkerville standoff trial, which ended in a mistrial.

Judge won’t allow Bundy defendants to present
evidence that might have resulted in hung jury

Scott Holper still practicing law
By Rolando Larraz
Las Vegas Tribune
Third of a series
For the last few weeks in this
series we have been reporting on the
encounters of local disgraced attorney Scott Holper with the law, clients, employees and even one or
two attorneys who have had the
misfortune of dealing with Holper.
Holper has lied to judges, has
forgotten to file cases on behalf of
his clients, as well as being guilty
of ripping them off, leading to an
agreement with the Nevada State
Bar to accept a suspension for all
the above mentioned mischief.

SCOTT HOLPER

Despite the agreement with the
Nevada State Bar that took place
nine months ago, Scott Holper continues practicing law on all levels
of the judicial system supposedly
waiting for the confirmation from
the Nevada Supreme Court.
The combined efforts of the investigative teams of both Las Vegas Tribune and De Oro Media
Group have not been able to confirm that someone in a high place
(or you may read that “someone in
the right place”) has been protecting Holper.
While digging into the Holper
case the Las Vegas Tribune

stumbled onto the long-running
feud between Holper and a few
other local attorneys.
Among those attorneys are Mark
Coburn, William Knudson, David
Otto and Bill Kennedy, who have
filed protection orders against Scott
Holper and records show that Mark
Coburn has filed several police reports against Holper for slashing his
car tires, vandalism (keying his car),
and also for threatening to shoot
him in the head at the Regional Justice Center, which Holper admitted
doing during a video-taped deposition two years ago in 2015.
(See Holper, Page 5)

FROM THE DESK OF GORDON MARTINES

Sanctuary cities should and could pay for “The Wall”
By Gordon Martines
A little known secret with regard
to Federal Funding of cities is that
the money given to cities that take
care of Illegal Aliens/Convicted ExFelons, should be withdrawn and
could be used to fund “The Wall.”

Why should “The Wall” be tied
up in Congress because nobody
wants to spend the money, when the
cost could be diverted from helping the Illegal Aliens-Convicted
Ex-felons to settle in our communities and become good neighbors

and become friends around our
families and especially around our
children. The answer of course is
nobody wants these “new friends”
in our community whatsoever.
Wouldn’t that be refreshing to
see this Federal Money that is go-

ing to those Sanctuary cities used
for something good, like “The
Wall”?
One might ask, what good is
“The Wall,” going to do if the Federal Government still allows Illegal
(See From the Desk, Page 4)
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Ownership of land better than paltry PILT payouts
By Thomas Mitchell
It is that time of year again, when
counties in Nevada and across the
West squat on the street corner with
their tin alms cups extended anxiously awaiting the tinkling sound
of a few coins from the federal till
— otherwise known as Payment in
Lieu of Taxes (PILT).
Since 1977 Congress has parsimoniously paid out pennies on the
acre to local governments to make
up for the land the federal government controls but on which it pays
no local property taxes. Since 85
percent of Nevada land is controlled
by various federal agencies that is
a lot of property tax to forgo.
Just a few weeks ago the Trump
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administration budget for this year
proposed limiting PILT funding to
an average of the most recent 10
years or about $397 million, but this
past week in Pahrump Interior Department Secretary Ryan Zinke announced at a meeting with various

Nevada officials that the PILT largesse this year will be $464.6 million, a 6 percent increase over the
previous year. The about-face was
roundly ignored.
But for some reason, also neither explained nor questioned,

Nevada’s share of the booty increased by only 2 percent to $26.18
million, about the same as inflation.
There was much backslapping
all around.
Secretary Zinke noted in a selfcongratulatory press release that he
grew up in northwest Montana, and,
“I know how important PILT payments are to local communities that
have federal lands. These investments are one of the ways the federal government is fulfilling its role
of being a good land manager and
good neighbor to local communities. Rural America, especially
states out west with large federal
land holdings, play a big part in
feeding and powering the nation
and also in providing recreation
opportunities, but because the lands
are federal, the local governments
don’t earn revenue from them. PILT

(Continued from Page 1)
schedule.
I believe that the curfews for
parties, noise, fights, and shootings
should be strictly enforced (imagine how it would cut down on crime
if shootings had such a curfew) and
even if the police like to overlook
the curfews a little as a courtesy to
the happy partygoers, if someone
calls to remind the officer of the day
of the week and the time of the
night, the officer should do his job
and respond to that call, also as a
courtesy to the hard-working neighbor or the little old lady that is bothered by the noise because she is too
old to stay up and join the party.
As we do every year with the

arrival of the New Year, we should
be celebrating the nation’s birthday
on the eve of the 4th and not the
night of the day itself; for those who
are so energetic, w ho are off the
next day or two, and those who are
so young that their energy allows
them to stay up all night and go to
work without sleep (I did that many
times, years and years ago), then
they should go party in the party
district of our community, (AKA
Fremont Experience or the Strip),
along with the tourists, the visitors,
and the partygoers; they can also go
to the nightclubs, the adult-themed
joints or the neighborhood bars
where everyone is awake and in a
good mood because they are off

work.
No, I am not trying to be difficult; I am not grouchy; but I am
very tired because I had to get up
in two hours from going to sleep
and those damn firecrackers were
making noise all through the night,
sounding like bullets coming in
through my windows. I was so disturbed with the afterhour bullets ...
uh... I mean — firecrackers, that at
one point I almost got under the bed
thinking that someone was coming
to get me.
By the way, for the record, this
column was on behalf of many
people that do have to work the next
day after a holiday; lucky for me I
am off on Wednesdays and this year

My Point of View

investments often serve as critical
support for local communities as
they juggle planning and paying for
basic services, such as public safety,
fire-fighting, social services and
transportation.”
Nevada Republican senior Sen.
Dean Heller chimed in by saying,
“Unlike other states, approximately
85 percent of Nevada lands are
managed by the federal government, making the PILT program
critical for local governments’ ability to maintain essential services
like public safety and education.”
The state’s Democrat junior Sen.
Catherine Cortez Masto did note the
previous threats to trim PILT, saying, “From fixing roads to education to basic healthcare services,
Nevadans have benefited from
these resources for decades, despite
(See PILT Payouts, Page 4)

4th of July was on Tuesday, so I am
off today and that is a good thing
for me, but I was writing on behalf
of all those who are not off on
Wednesdays like me. Maybe next
year it will be a different story; if
the curfews are not in place and
enforced, I will probably be a little
to VERY upset. Now go to sleep!
My name is Rolando Larraz, and
as always, I approved this column.
*****
Rolando Larraz is Editor in
Chief of the Las Vegas Tribune. His
column appears weekly in this
newspaper. To contact Rolando
Larraz,
email
him
at:
Rlarraz@lasvegastribune.com or
at 702-272-4634.
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Quote of the Week:

“We shall draw from the
heart of suffering itself the
means of inspiration and
survival.”
— Winston Churchill
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wish to inform all those who
choose to submit their opinions
in writing to refrain from threatening anyone about whom an article is written or the writer of
the article. In other words, any
opinions containing threats will
not be published. We thank you
for adhering to this policy.
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During the Bundy case retrial,
state wants to quash evidence
By Thomas Mitchell
Voir dire begins this week in the
retrial of four defendants in the
2014 Bundy ranch standoff — or
as a friend of mine always notes,
voir dire is French for jury tampering.
In April, in the first of three
scheduled trials for the Bunkerville
defendants — charged with obstruction of justice, conspiracy, extortion, assault and impeding federal officers — ended in a mistrial.
The jury found only two of six
people on trial guilty of some
charges but deadlocked on the others. The jurors agreed to convict on
only 10 of the 60 charges brought.
None of the conspiracy charges
stuck.
The seating of a jury sympathetic to a given side’s arguments
is always paramount in such trials.
The prosecution wants jurors
ready and willing to punish those
who dare to “threaten” and “extort”
law enforcement officials simply
doing their duty.
The defendants want jurors who
are willing to accept that people
may exercise both their First and
Second Amendment rights in the
face of excessive force by government agents.
In mid-June the prosecution
filed a motion asking the judge to
bar the jurors from ever even hearing such arguments. The judge reportedly has not yet ruled on the
motion, which makes it tough for
the defendants to prepare for trial.
The motion signed by Assistant
U.S. Attorney Steven Myhre argues
that certain evidence, such as the
culpability of the law enforcement
victims, should not be allowed to
be presented.
The government specifically
wished to prohibit:

—April 6, 2014, officer encounters with civilians during the arrest
of Dave Bundy, including any testimony concerning, or video/audio
depicting, that event;
—April 9, 2014, officer encounters with civilians during the convoy block, including any testimony
concerning, or video/audio recordings depicting officer encounters
with Ammon Bundy or Margaret
Houston;
—Third-party/lay person testimony or opinion about the level of
force displayed or used by law enforcement officers during impound-

(Continued from Page 1)
federal officers — ended in a mistrial. The jury found only two of six
people on trial guilty of some
charges but deadlocked on the others. The jurors agreed to convict on
only 10 of the 60 charges brought.
None of the conspiracy charges
stuck.
The standoff occurred after
armed Bureau of Land Management agents attempted to roundup
Bundy’s cattle after he had refused
for 20 years to pay grazing fees in
the Gold Butte area. The BLM said
he owed $1 million in fees and penalties. Faced with armed protesters
the BLM agents eventually released
the cattle and left to avoid potential
bloodshed.
Two more trials are pending,
with Cliven Bundy and his four
sons scheduled to be the last. Most
defendants have been jailed without bail for a year and half.
Two of Bundy’s sons, who had
been arrested on separate but similar charges of illegally occupying
an Oregon wildlife refuge to protest the jailing of father and son
ranchers under a terrrorism law for
letting fires get out of control and
burn a few acres of federal public
land, were acquitted of those
charges this past fall by a jury, along
with their co-defendants.
In mid-June the prosecution
filed a motion asking the judge to
bar the jurors in the current trial in
Las Vegas from ever even hearing
certain so-called state of mind arguments — arguments that the defendants felt justified to show up
and protest the confiscation of
Bundy’s cattle because of abusive
use of force by law enforcement and
that they were simply exercising
their First and Second Amendment
rights.
Navarro noted in her ruling
Monday that in the first trial she had
rejected the Bill Rights arguments
and that would stand for this trial.
“The Court also rejected Defendants’ proposed instructions on the
First and Second Amendment because they are not legally cognizable defenses, or in other words,
the law does not recognize these
Amendments as legal defenses to
the crimes charged.” (navarro ruling)
A rather convoluted argument,
but what else would one expect
from those who see their jobs as
enforcing laws rather than upholding rights.
The Bill of Rights were added
to the Constitution in order to spell

out certain inalienable rights that
Congress must not trample with its
laws.
First Amendment: “Congress
shall make no law... abridging the
freedom of speech... or the right of
the people peaceably to assemble,
and to petition the government for
a redress of grievances.”
Second Amendment: “...the right
of the people to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
But those are not defenses
against laws prohibiting behavior
that causes federal officers to feel
threatened.
Navarro quoted from a 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals ruling on
the topic of jury nullification:
Jury nullification occurs when
a jury acquits a defendant, even
though the government proved guilt
beyond a reasonable doubt...
[J]uries do not have a right to nullify, and courts have no corresponding duty to ensure that juries are
able to exercise this power, such as
by giving jury instructions on the
power to nullify... On the contrary,
“courts have the duty to forestall or
prevent [nullification], whether by
firm instruction or admonition or...
dismissal of an offending juror,”
because “it is the duty of juries in
criminal cases to take the law from
the court, and apply that law to the
facts as they find them to be from
the evidence.”
Juries are just rubber-stamps.
Navarro concluded, “The Court
will not permit argument, evidence,
or testimony regarding Defendants’
beliefs about the constitution as
such beliefs are irrelevant and a
possible jury nullification attempt.”
The concept of jury nullification
dates to colonial days and is widely
taught in journalism schools, because it involved printer John Peter Zinger who was indicted for
criminal libel against the colonial
governor and tried in 1735. His attorney Andrew Hamilton offered as
a defense that what was printed was
true, even though under the law
truth was not a defense but rather a
confirmation of guilt.
The judge at Zenger’s trial ruled
that Hamilton could not present evidence of the truth of the printed
statements. “The law is clear that
you cannot justify a libel,” the judge
said. “The jury may find that
Zenger printed and published those
papers, and leave to the Court to
judge whether they are libelous.”
Here is a portion of Hamilton’s
closing argument:
It is natural, it is a privilege, I

Bundy

Bundy ranch standoff.
ment operations, including operations on April 12, 2014;
—References to the opinion/
public statement of Governor Brian
Sandoval of April 8, 2014, and/or
opinions registered by other political office holders or opinion leaders about BLM impoundment operations;
—References to First Amendment zones;
—References to Cliven Bundy’s
grazing, water, or legacy rights on
the public lands;
—References to infringements
on First and Second Amendment

rights; and
—References to punishment the
defendants may face if convicted of
the offenses.
And you thought the jury tries
the facts and the facts include the
circumstances. The state doesn’t
want the jury to also try the law, a
process called jury nullification —
a term that recurs often in the prosecution motion.
The concept of jury nullification
dates to colonial days when a jury
acquitted printer John Peter Zenger
of libeling the colonial governor
even though he was clearly guilty

under the law as written. The jury
nullified the law, because they
deemed the law wrong.
Jurors have since acquitted
people accused of harboring slaves
and violating Prohibition, among
other things.
The state argues, “To adduce
evidence of these events, whether
on direct or cross-examination or in
closing argument, unfairly prejudices the government by placing it
in a position of having to prove a
negative; that is, to explain or prove
that the officers did not act unlawfully or otherwise supposedly overreach their authority.”
Isn’t that what trials are for?
But the motion goes on to argue:
To allow otherwise, merely provides the defendants with a vehicle
to expound upon their beliefs about
the First Amendment, the BLM,
their alternative reality view of the
world, and a host of other irrelevant
matters — all in an attempt to nullify the verdict... (“To permit nullification in cases where a defendant
has a ‘good’ reason for his conduct
when motive is not an element of
the crime allows jurors to use their
individualized set of beliefs as to
‘good’ reasons to be determinative
of guilt or innocence”).
The state apparently is fearful
the jurors might not fully buy into
the ready answer to the question:
“Did this defendant intentionally
threaten a law enforcement officer?”
The officer might have felt
threatened, but did the defendant
threaten or merely exercise his free
speech right while carrying a gun?
As for the remaining Bundy case
defendants who have spent a year
and a half in jail, pay no attention
to the Sixth Amendment guarantee
of a speedy trial.

will go farther, it is a right, which
all free men claim, that they are
entitled to complain when they are
hurt. They have a right publicly to
remonstrate against the abuses of
power in the strongest terms, to put
their neighbors upon their guard
against the craft or open violence
of men in authority, and to assert
with courage the sense they have
of the blessings of liberty, the value
they put upon it, and their resolution at all hazards to preserve it as
one of the greatest blessings heaven
can bestow...
The loss of liberty, to a generous mind, is worse than death. And
yet we know that there have been
those in all ages who for the sake
of preferment, or some imaginary
honor, have freely lent a helping

hand to oppress, nay to destroy,
their country... This is what every
man who values freedom ought to
consider. He should act by judgment and not by affection or selfinterest; for where those prevail, no
ties of either country or kindred are
regarded; as upon the other hand,
the man who loves his country prefers its liberty to all other considerations, well knowing that without
liberty life is a misery...
But to conclude: The question
before the Court and you, Gentlemen of the jury, is not of small or
private concern. It is not the cause
of one poor printer, nor of New
York alone, which you are now trying. No! It may in its consequence
affect every free man that lives under a British government on the

main of America. It is the best
cause. It is the cause of liberty. And
I make no doubt but your upright
conduct this day will not only entitle you to the love and esteem of
your fellow citizens, but every man
who prefers freedom to a life of slavery will bless and honor you as
men who have baffled the attempt
of tyranny, and by an impartial and
uncorrupt verdict have laid a noble
foundation for securing to ourselves, our posterity, and our neighbors, that to which nature and the
laws of our country have given us
a right to liberty of both exposing
and opposing arbitrary power (in
these parts of the world at least) by
speaking and writing truth.
The jury quickly returned with
a verdict of not guilty.
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More woes for the electric ‘car
makers’ that Nevada is backing
By Thomas Mitchell
First, Faraday Future has seen a
Chinese court freeze $182 million
in assets tied to its chief investor
due to missed payments, then Tesla
Motors missed its projections for
car production in the latest quarter,
causing analysts to downgrade its
stock.
Nevada’s governor and lawmakers placed a bet on Faraday Future
to the tune of $215 million in tax
abatements and credits to entice it
to build an electric car factory at the
Apex industrial complex in North
Las Vegas. The bet also promised
to spend $120 million on infrastructure improvements at the site —
water, rail and widening of Interstate 15.
The governor and lawmakers
doubled down on Tesla.
In a special session in 2014 the
Nevada Legislature handed Tesla

Faraday

(Continued from Page 1)
money, or its credit, subscribe to or
be, interested in the Stock of any
company, association, or corporation, except corporations formed for
educational or charitable purposes.”
Self-styled economic development advocates have tried three
times to amend the Constitution and
remove the Gift Clause. The voters
rejected those attempts all three
times — in 1992, 1996 and again
in 2000 by wide majorities.

Site of Faraday “Future” manufacturing plant.

The state Supreme Court has
said that when the state provides
something to a private entity without getting adequate compensation
for the value, that is a gift and thus
a violation of the Constitution.
Nevada’s high court has cited an
Arizona Supreme Court ruling on
that state’s nearly identical Gift
Clause. The Arizona court said its
Gift Clause “represents the reaction
of public opinion to the orgies of
extravagant dissipation of public

PILT Payouts
(Continued from Page 2)
constant threats of massive cuts to
the program. I am pleased that Nevada will receive its largest grant
in the program to date, which signals the Department of Interior’s
recognition of PILT’s importance to
Nevada and the need to boost our
state’s rural communities.”
Nye County Commissioner Dan
Schinhofen was quoted as saying,
“With 98 percent of the land in Nye
County being federally managed or
owned, PILT is not seen as discretionary to us, and as such needs to
be guaranteed.”
PILT payments are based on a
formula that takes into account the
number of acres of federal land in
each county, as well as the population. It is a formula that defies explanation.
Nevada on average is getting 46
cents per acre, having a population
of 2.9 million and 85 percent of its
land under federal control. But New
Mexico, with a population of 2 million and only 35 percent of its land
under federal control, gets $1.72 per
acre. Utah, with a population nearly
equal to Nevada at 3 million and

$1.3 billion in tax breaks and credits in return for the company promising to build a $5 billion, 10 million-square-foot battery factory
near Sparks.
Its capital expenditures so for
amount to $1.1 billion, well short
of the projected $3 billion.
Projections were for the battery
gigafactory to be employing 1,700
workers by the end of 2016, but the
latest progress report shows there
are only 477, even though the state
has shelled out $59 million in transferable tax credits.
Is there any way Tesla will employ 4,700 at the factory by the end
of this year and 6,500 by the end of
2018?
Also, there are plans for 10 new
battery gigafactories in the works.
Anyone care to bet on whether
Nevada taxpayers will see a return
on their investments?

65 percent of it land in federal
hands, is getting 99 cents an acre.
Every state adjacent to Nevada
is getting at least twice as much per
acre.
The PILT payments also vary
wildly by county, from a low of 7
cents an acre for Esmeralda County
to a high of $2.71 per acre for
Storey County. Other examples:
Clark, 73 cents; Elko 46 cents; Eureka, 17 cents; Lincoln,14 cents;
Mineral, 37 cents; White Pine, 24
cents. Dollars and acreage for all
1,900 counties getting PILT are
available at: https://www.nbc.gov/
pilt/counties.cfm.
Additionally, it should be noted
that the PILT payouts amount to
only 5 percent of the $8.8 billion
the Interior Department collects
each year from commercial activities, such as oil and gas leases, livestock grazing and timber harvesting.
Instead of sitting around with tin
cups waiting for pitiful PILT handouts, Nevada should demand more
control of its land and collect all of
those revenues to reduce our tax
burden.

AJ Maimbourg/Ed Klapproth, Co-Founders
Please join us in our national wave to bring God
back into our country! Our mission is to recruit State
leaders across the country to lead in vetting every
single federal, state, county and city candidate running
for office in 2016... We will then choose the ones we
at the Christian Crusade will endorse and publicize
nationally. We have allowed God to be removed far
too long now and it is time to pick up the “banner”
and bring Him back in a concentrated effort to restore
His word and code.
Please visit our website and review all the
categories. The volunteer section will allow you to do
just that, as well as we will post the State National
Directors in that section as we recruit them. The
website still has some construction to do, but, we are
nearly there.
If you have a desire to be a Contributor of articles,
please contact me and let me know.
www.thechristiancrusade.com
Also, please join our Facebook group
if you are on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/
1634723793433487/
YOUR PRAYERS AND DONATIONS
ARE APPRECIATED!!!
CONTACT EMAIL: aj@thechristiancrusade.com

funds by counties, townships, cities, and towns in aid of the construction of railways, canals, and
other like undertakings during the
half century preceding 1880, and it
was designed primarily to prevent
the use of public funds raised by
general taxation in aid of enterprises
apparently devoted to quasi public
purposes, but actually engaged in
private business.”
Then there is the section of the

Nevada Constitution that clearly
states, “The Legislature shall provide by law for a uniform and equal
rate of assessment and taxation...”
It ain’t uniform or equal if a select
few get breaks while others don’t.
Despite these clearly worded
prohibitions the state doled out $1.3
billion in tax breaks to Tesla Motors to build a battery factory near
Sparks. The projections on capital
investment and number of jobs to

From The Desk

(Continued from Page 1)
Aliens to enter our country, and still allows paroled
Illegal Aliens, to settle into our communities and are
supported by Federal Funds. Well, maybe finally “We
the people” might have a say in how things are run by
insisting that everyone follow and enforce immigration law.
The Money is always how things operate. President Trump needs to get a firm handle on the “Money”
in this country. The real controllers have realized this
rule and have been controlling what is happening in
Las Vegas, and this type of control has controlled elections, controlled politicians, and has kept Las Vegas
as corrupt as possible to keep the money flowing and
the registers going.
Even the label “Sanctuary City” is corrupted. Here
we have a Sheriff and Mayor in Las Vegas that can’t
even agree on whether or not Las Vegas is or is not a
Sanctuary City, and they said it on TV. What a couple
of morons. I haven’t heard doubletalk like that in years.
To date nobody wants to talk about whether or not Las
Vegas is a Sanctuary City and is still getting Federal
Money to help the newly paroled illegal and convicted
aliens to re-insert themselves into our society.
Take a close look around and see all the border
jumpers slowly taking our jobs, slowly infiltrating our
neighborhoods, slowly but surely shopping in our grocery stores and shoplifting at every chance, and caus-

be created have fallen far short. All
it would take to make the whole
deal go bust is a technological
breakthrough that makes lithium
ion batteries obsolete.
That $750 million to build a Las
Vegas stadium for the Oakland
Raiders football team on a site with
woefully inadequate parking spaces
still could come up a piker.
But none of them should ever
have been allowed in the first place.

ing fake diversions to cover their exploits and criminal activity.
The time is ripe now to voice your complaint. Contact your representatives, your state and local leaders,
and do it by mail and letters to the editor. Put our politicians on the spot and make them answer as to whether
or not we are a “Sanctuary City.” Find out what the
holdup is with “The Wall.” Find out whether or not
our local daily newspaper is supportive or not regarding “The Wall.” Please remember the money is already
there and could be diverted to completely pay the entire cost of “The Wall.”
Remember to Keep your Faith, Keep your Gun, and
they can keep their change.
In God We Trust
Gordon Martines is a former LVMPD detective who
has served in many capacities over his 39-year career
in law enforcement. He was a candidate for sheriff in
2002, 2006, 2010 and 2014, with the intention of bringing integrity and accountability back to the department,
and filed a federal lawsuit against LVMPD in 2011.
Martines has appeared on “Face The Tribune” radio
show several times and is currently the host of “Open
Mic” on Tuesdays and Thursday at 11:00 a.m. He contributes his opinions and ideas to the Las Vegas Tribune to keep the public informed and help improve policing in Las Vegas. Gordon Martines can be contacted
via email at coper71@hotmail.com.
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Trump’s voter fraud commission tells Goodman
states to hold off on sending data

By Robin Eberhardt
The Hill
President Trump’s commission
on identifying voter fraud has reportedly halted its request for sensitive voter information after multiple legal challenges complicated
the mandate.
On Monday, an official from the
commission asked states not to give
up the information, which includes
party registration and partial Social
Security numbers, until a judge
makes a decision on a lawsuit that
claims the data request violates privacy laws, ABC News reported
Tuesday.
The commission, led by Vice
President Pence and formed after
Trump claimed without evidence
that widespread fraud cost him the
popular vote in November, originally asked election officials in all
50 states and the District of Columbia to hand over by July 14 sensitive information about their voters,
including their voting history.
Dozens of states immediately
refused to comply completely with
the commission, with some citing
laws that bar them from handing
over private voter information or an
unwillingness to legitimize Trump’s
baseless claims of voter fraud.
Some states even accused the

Holper

(Continued from Page 1)
Once Coburn was charged with
allegedly damaging one of Holper’s
mobile advertising billboards,
which Coburn emphatically denied
and later was found not guilty of
all charges in front of Judge
Bennett-Haron. Coburn stated that
“Holper is a punk and a typical
bully. He has been bullying people
his entire life but, like most bullies,
you stand up to him and he wets
himself.”
At the time, Coburn’s attorney,
Jess Marchese, stated that he didn’t
find it necessary to call an additional past employee of Holper who
has known him since their
schooldays, who testified that he
has seen Holper “before, during and
after court, drunk on several occasions” and who often refers to that
employee — as well as other black
people — as “niggers smoking
crack.”
That same employee also stated
under oath that he knew that Holper
had a severe bipolar disorder that
he refuses to treat.
The amount of complaints, harassments and threats made by Scott
Holper toward his employees, landlords, and new tenants in his old
office after being asked to move
out, and clients, were enough for
both the Nevada State Bar and the
Nevada Supreme Court to intervene
and act on it but it may be a possibility that someone might be interfering with the possible action
against Holper.
Other attorneys have been before the Nevada State Bar and have
been officially suspended at a fast
pace for much lesser complaints
and evidence, while attorney Scott
Holper’s charges are more sensitive
and he only got a six-month suspension that the Nevada Supreme
Court has failed to act upon as yet.

commission of being a tool to suppress votes.
Several organizations filed lawsuits against the commission, including the American Civil Liberties Union, the Washington-based
Electronic Privacy Information
Center and the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law.

The groups allege that members
of the commission should have assessed whether the voter information request would have brought up
a privacy concern, and they pointed
out that the commission should use
a secure way to send the data, which
was originally requested over an
unsecured server.

A spokesperson for the Nevada
Supreme Court last week told the
Las Vegas Tribune that Holper’s
case is open and the Justices cannot comment.
In defense of the Nevada Supreme Court, it is important to mention that recently a Las Vegas Tribune exclusive reported that District Court Judge William Kephart
has been charged with five ethics
violations by the Nevada Commission on Judicial Discipline. The
charges relate to allegations that he
publicly interfered in the Kirstin
Lobato case during a television interview broadcast in February 2016.
While Ms. Lobato’s petition was
pending in the Nevada Supreme
Court, Kephart gave an on-camera
interview about her case to KSNV
News 3 in Las Vegas.
During the interview broadcast
on February 29, 2016, Kephart’s
statements about her case included:
“I stand behind what we did. I have
no qualms about what happened
and how we prosecuted this matter.
I believe it was completely justice
done.”
On May 9, 2017 the Nevada
Commission on Judicial Discipline
filed five ethics charges against
Kephart related to his comments
during the interview.
Ten days after the Las Vegas Tribune reported those charges against
Judge Kephart on the front page, the
daily paper reported on those
Kephart charges; and despite the
opinion of campaign consultant
Lisa Mayo DeRiso that the Las Vegas Tribune is the newspaper that
no one reads, several calls to the
downtown office of the weekly Las
Vegas Tribune alerted us to the tenday delay in reporting that important news item.
Even if campaign consultant
Lisa Mayo DeRiso were right and

the Las Vegas Tribune is “the newspaper that no one reads,” several
people have already commented on
this series of articles on Scott
Holper and only two frustrated local attorneys that cannot stand the
fact that this newspaper is the only
news outlet that does not bow to the
old former icon of the legal community, all the comments have been
favorable to the newspaper.
The Commission’s Formal
Statement of Charges states:
“Respondent’s television interview
statements attested to his belief that
Ms. Lobato is guilty as he indicated
that justice was done, although
these comments directly contrast
with Ms. Lobato’s claim of actual
innocence, which is a subject in the
case.
Therefore, there was or is a reasonable
expectation
that
Respondent’s interview statements
could affect the outcome or impair
the fairness of Ms. Lobato’s case.”
In all fairness to the Justices of
the Nevada Supreme Court and to
keep a balance in our reporting, Las
Vegas Tribune has taken the Nevada
Supreme Court’s inability to respond to our request for comments
as fair in the case of Scott Holper.

(Continued from Page 1)
to read the whole article.
The meticulous details of the “investigative team” could give the
impression that there was nothing else to report but they were to
accomplish their mission of attacking Oscar at any cost.
“...And in 2015, a guard and his bomb-sniffing dog waited about
an hour outside a doctor’s office near Sunrise Hospital & Medical
Center until Ralenkotter emerged for his ride, a local resident said.”
“The officers, paid by taxpayers and charged with protecting visitors, drove Ralenkotter and Goodman to casinos, shops and other
locations so often that staff members dubbed the dispatches “Rossi
runs” and “Oscar runs” in security logs obtained by the Las Vegas
Review-Journal,” proving that both men were doing their jobs by
going to these places, most likely promoting some event, setting up
new conventions or high-priced fights instead of going to a bathhouse or such.
Most people will accept these “free rides” that the daily newspaper makes look as frivolous and dishonest as possible for these two
men that have done nothing but better the Strip and the city that a
few years back some people were ashamed to mention at a family
dinner or in front of the kids.
While these three musketeers are so concerned about two of the
most important men in our tourism-driven city being driven around
by officers’ guards to different destinations, just a few blocks from
the Las Vegas Convention And Visitors Authority, at the office of
Nevada System of Higher Education, the taxpayers are nailed for a
few dollars short of one half a million a year salary for a new chancellor.
The article points out that over the past three years, the logs show
officers escorted Ralenkotter about 60 times to destinations across
Clark County, including trips to the airport, his home and other events.
Goodman, a former chairman of the board that oversees the convention authority, is not an employee at the agency, but he also received nearly 60 rides to places like The Cosmopolitan, the Golden
Nugget and The Linq.
It seems incredible that two men that have been entrusted with
the task of promoting our city’s bread and butter, gamblers, tourism,
convention, games, fights and any other monetary benefit cannot be
escorted by professional officers to avoid the wrong headline on nationwide newspapers.
The trio quoted a retired Henderson businessman, John Delaberta,
who saw the officer and a dog waiting for Ralenkotter, and said,
“The transports are not an appropriate use of taxpayer resources.”
A funny thing happened when Delaberta was quoted saying, “You
make $700,000, and (Ralenkotter) can’t afford a $20 cab fare?” he
said. That’s the height of gall, because that is the same question we
asked of the System of Higher Education when they decided to give
half a million dollars to Thom Reilly, plus an extra ten grand for his
car allowance and another eight g’s for incidentals; and Las Vegas
Tribune asked if with half a million dollar salary he still could not
afford to fill his gas tank and pay for his own meals.
Thom Reilly left the county job where he was earning $230,000
to accept a job with the System of Higher Education as Vice Chancellor and three months later he jumped ship and left that position
with the System of Higher Education to join Harrah’s Corporation
for more money and quietly ended up in Arizona, until he lined up
this new job for half a mil, making his reputation a little flaky or his
position for sale to the highest bidder, ignoring loyalty and dependability with four high-priced jobs in one single decade — averaging
less than four years per job; a good and reasonable Director of Human Resource or a decent and intelligent CEO would not see his
record as positive as the System of Higher Education sees it.
Perhaps the daily newspaper should be concerned about how long
the new Chancellor, Thom Reilly, is going to be in Las Vegas, rather
than worry about Ralenkotter or Goodman being protected by officers while doing their job for our community.
The Review-Journal and its Three Musketeers should realize that
just because Las Vegas is lucky to have a good police force does not
mean that we are immune to radicals and nuts that so far have not
been able to reach this community; it is always better to prevent
something bad from happening than to have to feel sorry later because — in this case — the community didn’t feel that Goodman, as
well Ralenkotter, deserved to be protected.
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Leaked email: Clinton campaign ‘killed’ Bloomberg story
linking Bill’s $500k Moscow speech to Russia-friendly stance
By Aaron Klein
Breitbart News
TEL AVIV — A leaked email
from Hillary Clinton’s 2016 presidential campaign previously published by Wikileaks may take on
new significance because it relates
to key issues brought up in media
reports about Donald Trump Jr. and
a meeting with a Russian lawyer.
The email in question was purportedly sent by Jesse Lehrich, a
Clinton campaign foreign policy
spokesman and member of the
campaign’s rapid response communications team.
In the correspondence, which
has not yet received news media
attention and remains searchable in
the WikiLeaks archive, Lehrich
writes that the campaign “killed a
Bloomberg story” attempting to
link Clinton’s opposition to the antiRussia legislation known as the
Magnitsky Act to a speech that Bill
Clinton delivered in Moscow for
$500,000.
The May 21, 2015 message,
titled, “May 21st Nightly Press
Traffic Summary,” was purportedly
sent by Lehrich to the campaign’s
“HRCRapid” Google group, and
was captured by the leaking of campaign chairman John Podesta’s
Gmail account emails.
Lehrich’s list of press actions
carried out by the campaign included this:
With the help of the research
team, we killed a Bloomberg story
trying to link HRC’s opposition to
the Magnitsky bill to a $500,000
speech that WJC gave in Moscow.
Based on Peter Schweizer’s
bestselling book Clinton Cash, the
New York Times in April 2015 reported on Clinton’s $500,000
speech in Moscow and its possible
ties to a deal in which the Russians
gradually assumed control of the

Uranium One mining company.
The newspaper reported “the
sale gave the Russians control of
one-fifth of all uranium production
capacity in the United States.”
The newspaper further reported:
Clinton received $500,000 for
a Moscow speech from a Russian
investment bank with links to the
Kremlin that was promoting Uranium One stock.
The Magnitsky Act, strongly
opposed by Russian President
Vladimir Putin, is intended to sanction Russian officials accused of
involvement in the 2009 death of
Russian lawyer Sergei Magnitsky,
an anti-corruption whistleblower
who died in prison, allegedly after
being beaten.
As Foreign Policy magazine
noted, the Obama administration —

with Clinton as secretary of state —
initially balked in 2010 when Sen.
Ben Cardin (D-MD) introduced the
Magnitsky bill, fearing the legislation could harm the much touted
“reset” attempt between the U.S.
and Moscow.
Clinton helped lead the charge
against the bill, the magazine reported. “The administration, starting with Hillary Clinton and then
John Kerry, did everything they
could do to stop the Magnitsky act,”
said American hedge fund manager
Bill Browder, who was instrumental in lobbying Congress in favor
of the bill.
In a piece titled, “Hillary Clinton
forgets her part in a disastrous Russia policy,” Washington Post columnist Jennifer Rubin referred to
Clinton’s tenure as secretary of

state, asking, “Why did the State
Department try to block the
Magnitsky Act for so long?”
In 2012, the bill was passed
when powerful lawmakers demanded the Magnitsky Act be
grouped with the administration’s
legislative push to repeal the Jackson-Vanik Amendment, a move that
would ease U.S.-Russia trade relations because the law denied Moscow the ability to trade normally
with the U.S.
On June 20, 2012, Clinton wrote
an oped in the Wall Street Journal
titled “Trade With Russia Is a WinWin,” in which she sought to explain that retaining Jackson-Vanik
“only fuels more anti-American
sentiment in Russia.”
“Russia’s membership in the
WTO (World Trade Organization)

By Lisa Hagen
The Hill
President Trump said he’ll be
“very angry” if Senate Republicans
aren’t able to pass a bill to repeal
and replace ObamaCare, as GOP
leaders get ready to unveil their
updated legislation.
Trump said Republicans have
been promising for years that they’d
repeal ObamaCare, and now with
Republicans controlling Congress
and the White House, he said he’s
“waiting” to sign a repeal bill. If
Senate Republicans aren’t able to
pass their bill, known as the Better
Care Reconciliation Act, he said
that’d be “very bad.”
“Well, I don’t even want to talk
about it, because I think it would
be very bad. I will be very angry
about it and a lot of people will be
very upset,” Trump said during an
interview with Christian Broadcasting Network’s Pat Robertson.
“But I’m sitting waiting for that
bill to come to my desk. I hope that
they do it. They’ve been promising
it for years. They’ve been promising it ever since ObamaCare, which
is failed. It’s a failed experiment. It
is totally gone. It’s out of business,
and we have to get this done.”

Senate GOP leaders are expected
to reveal their updated bill on
Thursday, with the hopes of bringing on more conservative and moderate senators who are opposed to
the initial bill. With at least 10 Republican senators opposed, leadership delayed a vote that was scheduled for late June.
A Congressional Budget Office
score on the updated bill is expected
to be released on Monday, with a

potential vote set up for next week.
On Wednesday, Senate Majority
Leader Mitch McConnellMitch
McConnellTrump: I’ll be ‘very angry’ if Senate doesn’t pass
ObamaCare repeal bill Freedom
Caucus members call for delaying
August recess McConnell warns
Senate: Don’t block ObamaCare
repeal debate MORE (R-Ky.)
warned his colleagues not to block
the Senate from taking up the bill.

Republicans can only afford to lose
two senators, with Vice President
Pence casting the tiebreaking vote.
When asked if McConnell can
get the bill through the upper chamber, Trump said, “He’s got to pull it
off. Mitch has to pull it off. He’s
working very hard. He’s got to pull
it off.”

By Jordan Fabian
The Hill
President Trump’s spokeswoman said Wednesday the White
House is being “as transparent as
humanly possible” in its handling
of the Russia investigation.
“Our goal is to be as transparent
as humanly possible and to put every bit of information that we have
at the forefront and be willing to
cooperate with everybody looking
into the matter,” White House
deputy press secretary Sarah
Huckabee Sanders said during an
off-camera briefing.
Donald Trump Jr. disclosed that
he met with a Russian lawyer during last year’s campaign to receive
damaging information about rival
Hillary Clinton after The New York
Times prepared to report on it.
The meeting undercut a longrunning White House claim that no
one on Trump’s team met with Russians during the election season to
discuss the campaign.

Jared Kushner, the president’s
son-in-law and senior adviser who
attended the meeting, failed to include it on an application for a security clearance when joining the
administration.
Emails detailing how the meeting was set up were discovered as
Kushner’s lawyers prepared for
congressional testimony by conducting a document review, accord-

ing to CNN. Kushner’s team has
said the initial omission was an unintentional oversight.
Some Democrats have called for
Kushner’s security clearance to be
revoked for him submitting an inaccurate application.
Sanders on Wednesday accused
Democrats of “playing political
games” but refused to say if
Kushner still has a clearance.

Trump: I’ll be ‘very angry’ if Senate
doesn’t pass ObamaCare repeal bill

White House being ‘as transparent
as humanly possible’ in Russia probe

will soon be a fact of life,” she
stated. “Failing to extend permanent normal trading relations will
not penalize Russia, nor will it provide a lever with which to change
Moscow’s behavior.”
In the oped, Clinton referred to
Magnitsky’s death and wrote, “We
are continuing to work with Congress on addressing these issues.”
Despite the questions raised
about Clinton’s initial opposition to
the Magnitsky Act, her actions to
ease trade restrictions on Russia,
and her husband’s ties to entities
close to the Uranium One deal,
former Clinton Campaign Press
Secretary Brian Fallon took to CNN
on Tuesday to accuse President
Trump of enacting foreign policy
toward Russia that may be “part of
a quid pro quo based on help that
was provided during the campaign.” No evidence has emerged
of any collusion between the Trump
campaign and Russia.
The Magnitsky legislation,
meanwhile, has been in the news
cycle over the past few days in regard to the story about Trump Jr.
and his meeting with a Russian lawyer.
The issue emerged on Saturday
when the New York Times published an exclusive story citing
“confidential government records
described to the New York Times”
alleging that Trump Jr. arranged a
meeting at Trump Tower two weeks
after Trump secured the Republican
nomination
with
Natalia
Veselnitskaya, a Russian attorney
who, the newspaper claimed, “has
connections to the Kremlin.”
The Times subsequently published what it says are the contents
of correspondence indicating that
the meeting with Veselnitskaya was
set up by third parties who claimed
that Veselnitskaya had dirt on
Clinton. It would not be abnormal
for a political campaign to take a
meeting with an individual claiming to have compromising information on an opponent.
Instead of providing dirt on
Clinton, Trump Jr. said that
Veselnitskaya used the time to complain about the Magnitsky Act.
“The woman, as she has said
publicly, was not a government official,” Trump Jr. said in a statement
on Tuesday. “And as we have said,
she had no information to provide
and wanted to talk about adoption
policy and the Magnitsky Act. To
put this in context, this occurred
before the current Russian fever
was in vogue. As Rob Goldstone
said just today in the press, the entire meeting was ‘the most inane
nonsense I ever heard. And I was
actually agitated by it.’”
In an interview with NBC News,
Veselnitskaya denied that she is
connected to the Kremlin.
Trump Jr. subsequently released
a chain of emails that showed how
the meeting was set up.
Aaron Klein is Breitbart’s
Jerusalem bureau chief and senior
investigative reporter. He is a New
York Times bestselling author and
hosts the popular weekend talk radio program, “Aaron Klein Investigative Radio.” Follow him on
Twitter @AaronKleinShow. Follow
him on Facebook.
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DOJ let Russian lawyer into U.S.
before she met with Trump team
By John Solomon
and Jonathan Easley
The Hill
The Russian lawyer who penetrated Donald Trump inner circle
was initially cleared into the United
States by the Justice Department
under “extraordinary circumstances” before she embarked on a
lobbying campaign last year that
ensnared the president’s eldest son,
members of Congress, journalists
and State Department officials, according to court and Justice Department documents and interviews.
This revelation means it was the
Obama Justice Department that enabled the newest and most intriguing figure in the Russia-Trump investigation to enter the country
without a visa.
Later, a series of events between
an intermediary for the attorney and
the Trump campaign ultimately led
to the controversy surrounding the
president’s eldest son.
Just five days after meeting in
June 2016 at Trump Tower with
Donald Trump Jr., presidential sonin-law Jared Kushner and then
Trump campaign chairman Paul
Manafort, Moscow attorney Natalia
Veselnitskaya showed up in Washington in the front row of a House
Foreign Affairs Committee hearing
on Russia policy, video footage of
the hearing shows.
She also helped arrange an event
at the Newseum in Washington,
D.C. where pro-Russian supporters
showed a movie that challenged the
underpinnings of the U.S. human
rights law known as the Magnitysky
Act, which Russian leader Vladimir
Putin has reviled and tried to reverse.
The Magnitsky Act imposed financial and other sanctions on Russia for alleged human rights violations connected to the death of a
Russian lawyer who claimed to
uncover fraud during Putin’s reign.
Russia retaliated after the law was
passed in 2012 by suspending
Americans’ ability to adopt Russian
children.
At least five congressional staffers and State Department officials
attended that movie showing, according to a Foreign Agent Registration Act complaint filed with the
Justice Department about
Veselnitskaya’s efforts.
And Veselnitskaya also attended
a dinner with the chairman of the
House subcommittee overseeing
Russia policy, Rep. Dana
Rohrabacher (R-Calif.) and roughly
20 other guests at a dinner club frequented by Republicans.
In an interview with The Hill on
Wednesday, Rohrabacher said,
“There was a dinner at the Capitol
Hill Club here with about 20
people. I think I was the only congressman there. They were talking
about the Magnitysky case. But that
wasn’t just the topic. There was a
lot of other things going on. So I
think she was there but I don’t remember any type of conversation
with her between us. But I understand she was at the table.”
Rohrabacher said he believed
Veselnitskaya and her U.S. colleagues, which included former
Democratic Congressman Ronald
Dellums, were lobbying other lawmakers to reverse the Magnitysky
Act and restore the ability of Americans to adopt Russian children that
Moscow had suspended.
“I don’t think this was very
heavily lobbied at all compared
with the other issues we deal with,”
he said.
As for his former congressional
colleague Dellums, Rohrabacher
said he recalled having a conversation about the Magnitsky Act and
the adoption issue, “Ron and I like
each other... I have to believe he
was hired a lobbyist but I don’t
know.”
Veselnitskaya did not return a
call seeking comment Wednesday
at her Moscow office. Dellums also
did not return a call to his office
seeking comment.
But in an interview with NBC
News earlier this week,
Veselnitskaya acknowledged her
contacts with Donald Trump Jr. and
in Washington were part of a lobbying campaign to get members of
Congress and American political
figures to see “the real circumstances behind the Magnitsky Act.”
That work was a far cry from the
narrow reason the U.S. government
initially gave for allowing

Veselnitskaya into the U.S. in late
2015, according to federal court
records.
The Moscow lawyer had been
turned down for a visa to enter the
U.S. lawfully but then was granted
special immigration parole by thenAttorney General Loretta Lynch for
the limited purpose of helping a
company owned by Russian businessman Denis Katsyv, her client,
defend itself against a Justice Department asset forfeiture case in
federal court in New York City
During a court hearing in early
January 2016 as Veselnitskaya’s
permission to stay in the country
was about to expire, federal prosecutors described how rare the grant
of parole immigration was as
Veselnitskaya pleaded for more
time to remain in the United States.
“In October the government bypassed the normal visa process and
gave a type of extraordinary permission to enter the country called
immigration parole,” Assistant U.S.
Attorney Paul Monteleoni explained to the judge during a hearing Jan. 6, 2016.
“That’s a discretionary act that
the statute allows the Attorney General to do in extraordinary circumstances. In this case, we did that so
that Mr. Katsyv could testify. And
we made the further accommodation of allowing his Russian lawyer into the country to assist,” he
added.
The prosecutor said Justice was
willing to allow the Russian lawyer to enter the United States again
as the trial in the case approached
so she could help prepare and attend the proceedings.
The court record indicates the
presiding judge asked the Justice
Department
to
extend
Veselnitskaya’s immigration parole
another week until he decided motions in the case. There are no other
records in the court file indicating
what happened with that request or
how Veselnitskaya appeared in the
country later that spring.
The U.S. Attorney’s office in
New York confirmed Wednesday to
The Hill that it let Veselnitskaya
into the country on a grant of immigration parole from October
2015 to early January 2016.
Justice Department and State
Department officials could not immediately explain how the Russian
lawyer was still in the country in
June for the meeting with Donald
Trump Jr. and the events in Washington D.C.
Senate Judiciary Committee
Chairman Chuck GrassleyChuck
GrassleyCo-founder of firm behind

dossier tying Trump to Russia testifying next week has demanded the
U.S. government provide him all
records on how Veselnitskaya entered and traveled in the U.S., a request that could shed additional
light on her activities.
Interviews with a half dozen
Americans who came in contact
with Veselnitskaya or monitored her
U.S. activities in 2016 make clear
that one of her primary goals was
to see if the Congress and/or other
political leaders would be interested
in repealing the 2012 Magnitsky
Act punishing Russia or at least
ensure the Magnitsky name would
not be used on a new law working
its way through Congress in 2016
to punish human rights violators
across the globe.
“There’s zero doubt that she and
her U.S. colleagues were lobbying
to repeal Magnitsky or at least ensure his name was removed from
the global law Congress was considering,” said U.S. businessman
William Browder, who was the
main proponent for the Magnitsky
Act and who filed a FARA complaint against Veselnitskaya,
Dellums and other U.S. officials
claiming they should have registered as foreign agent lobbyists because of the work.
The 2012 law punished Russia
for the prison death of Moscow lawyer/accountant Sergei Magnitsky,
who U.S. authorities allege uncovered a massive $230 million money
laundering scheme involving Russian government official that hurt
U.S. companies.
Magnitsky became a cause celeb
in the United States after his mysterious death in a Russian prison,
but Russian officials have disputed
his version of events and in 2011
posthumously convicted him of
fraud in Russia.
It is that alternate theory of the
Magnitsky fraud cause that
Veselnitskaya and her U.S. allies
tried to get into the hands of American
officials,
including
Rohrabacher, the Trump team and
other leaders.
Browder’s complaint, which alleges that Washington lobbyists
working with Veselnitskaya failed
to register as foreign agents, is still
pending at the Justice Department.
It identified several events in Washington that Veselnitskaya and her
allies attended or staged in June
2016.
All of them occurred in the days
immediately after the Russian lawyer used a music promoter friend
to get an audience June 9 with
Trump’s eldest son promising dirt

on Democratic opponent Hillary
ClintonHillary Rodham ClintonCofounder of firm behind dossier tying Trump to Russia testifying next
week Exclusive: DOJ let Russian
lawyer into US before she met with
Trump team Frustration grows over
stalled Russia sanctions bill MORE
and instead using the meeting to
talk about Magnitsky and the adoption issue, according to Trump Jr.
and Veselnitskaya.
On June 13, Veselnitskaya attended the screening of an antiMagnitsky movie at the Newseum,
which drew a handful of congressional staffers and State Department
officials, according to Browder’s
complaint.
The next day, she appeared in the
front row of a hearing chaired by
House Foreign Affairs Committee
Chairman Ed Royce (R-Calif.), sitting right behind a former U.S.
ambassador who testified on the

future of U.S-Russia policy.
Rohrabacher said he recalled
around the same time a conversation with Dellums about Magnitsky
and the adoption issue and then attending a dinner that included
Veselnitskaya at the Capitol Hill
Club with about 20 people.
Sources close to the lobbying
effort to rename the Magnisky Act,
conducted over the summer of
2016, said it fizzled after only a
month or two. They described
Veselnitskaya, who does not speak
English, as a mysterious and shadowy figure. They said they were
confused as to whether she had an
official role in the lobbying campaign, although she was present for
several meetings.
The sources also described their
interactions with Veselnitskaya in
the same way that Trump Jr. did.
They claimed not to know who she
worked for or what her motives
were.
“Natalia didn’t speak a word of
English,” said one source. “Don’t
let anyone tell you this was a sophisticated lobbying effort. It was
the least professional campaign I’ve
ever seen. If she’s the cream of the
Moscow intelligence community
then we have nothing to worry
about.”
The sources added they met with
Veselnitksaya only once or twice
over the course of the lobbying
campaign, which culminated with
airing of a Russian documentary
that challenged the notion that
Magnitsky was beaten to death in a
Russian prison
About 80 people, including congressional staffers and State Department employees attended the viewing at the Newseum.

Tune in to
RadioTribune

Tune in and listen to those who will
tell you the truth, and nothing but the
truth. You’ll discover different personalities and hear different opinions, but when it comes to the facts,
you’ll always get the truth from us!

www.RadioTribune.com
Call-In Line (702) 493-5222

DO YOU NEED AN EDITOR?

Have you been embarrassed lately when someone pointed
out to you that you misspelled a word in your report or maybe
had a whole sentence all messed up? Have you personally
felt that you could’ve done a much better job on that manuscript
but just didn’t have the time?
Why put off doing what you know you should have done before:
call in an editor! As a word-, sentence-, and document-doctor,
she will fix what needs fixing by adding a little of this or that,
and taking out what shouldn’t have been there in the first place.
Give yourself the luxury of looking your best in print!
Editor-at-your-service@gmail.com. 702-706-6875.

Sundays from 12.30 to 2 p.m.
Please call 702-706-6875 for information
and directions to the study group
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Delta, Bank of America drop sponsorship of NYC
Public Theater over onstage ‘Trump’ stabbing
By Daniel Nussbaum
Breitbart News
Delta Air Lines has cancelled its
sponsorship of New York City’s
Public Theater following backlash
surrounding a Shakespeare in the
Park production of Julius Caesar,
a “contemporary” take on the classic play in which a Donald Trumpinspired twist on the titular character is graphically stabbed to death
on stage.
Breitbart News previously reported that this summer’s Oskar
Eustis-directed production of Julius
Caesar — which opened in previews last month in Central Park’s
Delacorte Theater — had sparked
controversy over its main
character’s striking resemblance to
President Trump. The character
sports blonde, slicked-back hair and
a business suit and tie, and his wife
Calpurnia speaks with a Slavic accent, similar to that of First Lady
Melania Trump.
Video captured at a recent performance shows the Trump-like
Caesar character graphically
stabbed to death during the climax

of the play. One attendee recently
told Mediaite that the character’s

NMA to FCC: Stronger
industry is best fake
news defense
Calls again for removing
newspaper-crossownership ban

By John Eggerton
The News Media Alliance, the
principal newspaper association,
has told the FCC there is no “rational explanation” for the commission to continue to preserve the
1975
newspaper-broadcast
crossownership ban and that to do
so limits their ability to be the counterpoint to the current spate of “fake
news.”
NMA made the point in comments to the FCC in support of the
National Association of Broadcasters, which asked the FCC to reconsider its quadrennial media ownership rule review conclusion last
summer that the ban should remain
in place.
NMA says the rule undermines
local news and prevents newspapers from competing in a crowded
media landscape.
The National Association of
Black Owned Broadcasters, which
also backs NAB’s reconsideration
petition, said that the ban limits

competition and hurts broadcasters
large and small. NMA said the same
applies to newspapers, adding: “A
threat to newspapers is a threat to
the American people.”
“[T]he cross-ownership ban prevents newspapers from receiving
the investment they need to be able
to compete against the social media giants who are free to invest,
acquire, and merge at will,” it said.
“This investment is more important
now than ever because of the current phenomena surrounding ‘fake
news.’ We strongly believe that real,
reputable, and trusted news content
is the true remedy to fake news.”
NMA appeared to be referencing the threat of real “fake news,”
as it were—false reports echoing
around the internet “echosystem”—
rather than President Trump’s definition of fake news, which encompasses stories by some respected
newspapers that are critical of the
Administration or with which the
President disagrees.

resemblance to Trump made the
assassination scene particularly
“shocking and distasteful.”
In the wake of the controversy,
Delta Airlines has reportedly cancelled its sponsorship of the Public
Theater, which stages the free productions of Shakespeare in the Park.
“No matter what your political
stance may be, the graphic staging
of Julius Caesar at this summer’s
Free Shakespeare in the Park does
not reflect Delta Air Lines’ values,”

the company said in a statement
Sunday.
“Their artistic and creative direction crossed the line on the standards of good taste. We have notified them of our decision to end our
sponsorship as the official airline of
the Public Theater effective immediately,” the statement added.
Other sponsors of the New York
City’s Public Theater include
American Express, the New York
Times and Bank of America.

Bank of America has also cancelled its sponsorship of New York
City’s Public Theater, becoming the
second sponsor to pull its support
from the this summer’s season of
Shakespeare in the Park.
“Bank of America supports art
programs worldwide, including an
11-year partnership with The Public Theater and Shakespeare in the
Park,” a spokesperson for the company told the New York Daily
News. “The Public Theater chose
to present Julius Caesar in a way
that was intended to provoke and
offend. Had this intention been
made known to us, we would have
decided not to sponsor it.”
The Delta sponsorship cancellation represents a blow to the Public
Theater nearly two weeks after another controversy sparked by a
graphic depiction of President
Trump’s death led to lost sponsorship and business opportunities.
In May, comedian Kathy Griffin posed for a photograph with a
fake, bloodied head of the president
in her outstretched arm.
The photograph generated a
firestorm of criticism and Griffin
was quickly fired from her role on
CNN’s annual New Year’s Eve Live
broadcast. The comedian also lost
out on a commercial deal with a
restroom accessories company and
had several scheduled performances on her cross-country comedy tour cancelled.
Follow Daniel Nussbaum on
Twitter: @dznussbaum
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RadioTribune Lineup
“Open Mic”

Every Tuesday and Thursday at 11:00 a.m., Gordon Martines
hosts “Open Mic,” a popular RadioTribune.com show. The AntiCorruption Coalition of Nevada is the basis for and theme of “Open
Mic.”
Gordon Martines was a career police officer with 39 years of
on-the-job Law Enforcement experience. Past cases involving
Kevin Daley, Trayvon Cole and a variety of other covered-up criminal cases, and a billion dollars worth of missing taxpayer money,
are discussed in depth and at length on the show.
Martines spent four years as police officer with the Hermosa
Beach Police Department before moving here and resuming his
police career in Las Vegas as a Detective in the Robbery/Homicide
Bureau, retiring from the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department after 36 years of police service.
The amount of corruption and cover-ups by executive Police
Administrative officers witnessed by Martines inside the department led to his decision to contest the good ol’ boy’s club and run
for Clark County Sheriff three times against what he knew were
almost insurmountable odds.
“Open Mic” carries the voice the LVMPD does not want you to
hear, yet it is always there, every Tuesday and Thursday at 11:00
a.m. on www.radiotribune.com. Tune in!
*****

“Face The Tribune”

Face the Tribune is heard every Monday through Friday at 12
noon, hosted by Rolando Larraz.
For the last five years “Face The Tribune” has been the premier
show for interviews with politicians, civil service workers, government officials and activists, and a voice for those everyday citizens who needed to air their legal grievances. The Las Vegas Tribune newspaper has been a part of the Las Vegas community for
over 18 years and is the only independent newspaper in Clark
County.
“Face The Tribune” was established as a voice for the people of
Las Vegas and is the only news platform where judges, city councilmen, local businessmen and women, as well as Mr. or Ms. Local
Citizen, can voice their opinions and share the issues that pertain
to Las Vegas.
The show’s host, Rolando Larraz, has been a journalist in Clark
County for over 50 years. He has been a fixture in the community
and a highly respected publisher who has covered local news and
events in Las Vegas since the mid-’60s. For stories and information not available anywhere else in Las Vegas, tune into “Face The
Tribune” Monday through Friday at 12:00 noon.
*****

Chris Garcia,
The Conservative American

“Chris Garcia, The Conservative American,” is a daily radio show
streamed on RadioTribune.com Monday through Friday 1:00 p.m.
to 1:30 p.m. You can also Google the show and watch on YouTube.
The show is hosted by Chris Garcia and has daily guests on the
show touching on a variety of topics. Those topics include politics,
religion, veterans’ affairs, and many other social issues of the day.
The show welcomes people of all different backgrounds and encourages vigorous debate.
We have an open microphone policy that encourages people to
call into the show live 702-983-0711 from 1:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
PST and join the live debate. You can also call 702-751-9955 and
talk to Chris or one of our producers and tell us what you think of
the show or set up a date to be live in studio or call in to do the
show.
We welcome businesses of Las Vegas and all over Nevada to
advertise on our show. We have the most competitive rates of any

KIOF-LP
97.9
FM
“The People’s Voice
of Las Vegas”

KIOF-LP 97.9 FM is the #1 radio
station in the Las Vegas Valley.
Something Old, Something New,
Traditional American,
Just For You!
Always Las Vegas Strong,
Where You Belong.

radio station.
If you want to hear a non-politically correct show, “Chris
Garcia, The Conservative
American” is the show for you.
We look forward to you watching and listening to the show and
will appreciate all feedback.
*****

COBRA USA
with Blu Laker

A daily Radio show Monday
through Friday 2:00 p.m. with
live guests on a variety of subjects.
Due to the importance of
health care, its out-of-control
costs with no restraints, millions
of Americans are unable to obtain it. Why? Our elected offi-
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cials have it, they don’t need to
worry. But what about the
people they represent? Find out
why on Cobra USA.
C.O.B.R.A. by the way is the
1985 Insurance Law created by
Ronald Reagan in 1985 for continuing health care coverage of
health insurance. We talk about
insurance, savings and options
available through King Cobra,
the intended amended version of
the original Cobra program. We
invite you to press Congress for
parity in health care live here at
Radio Tribune. Call or email us
at Cobra.blulaker@gmail.com
or call (949) 467- 0613.
Cobra USA is hosted by Blu
Laker, an investigative reporter
who has seen medical programs

that work around the world, with
a cure to the healthcare problem
here. Join him in these discussions to clear the air so vital to
survival itself and what you can
do to help. The world has become so large, it’s getting claustrophobic with traffic, travel,
taxes, soaring costs for food,
water, clothing and shelter, and
what are we to do? Join us with
your wisdom and knowledge to
make America great again; together we can make a difference.
Let me pick your brain for the
advancement of humanity. We
are controversial, conservative
and considerate of other people,
even when they may have different opinions.
*****

Open Mic
with Gordon Martines

11:00 a.m.
Tuesday and
Thursdays
on
RadioTribune.com

Face the
TRIBUNE

‘Face the Tribune’ is hosted
by Rolando Larraz
Monday thru Friday
at 12 noon
on www.RadioTribune.com

Monday thru Friday at 1:00 p.m.
on www.RadioTribune.com

COBRA USA
with Blu Laker

Broadcasting live from Downtown.
Always in Your Corner,
Always all around.

400 S. 4th St., Suite 500
Las Vegas, NV 89101
(702) 425-4088

Monday thru Friday at 2:00 p.m.
on www.RadioTribune.com
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A government big enough to give you everything you want, is strong enough to take everything you have. — Thomas Jefferson

Our Point of View

Don’t call them
illegals; pretend
they are squatters

Let’s be realistic and get straight to the point: despite
the fact that illegals have entered the country illegally, they
do not like to be called illegals. But there may be a way to
solve that problem.
Assembly Bill 161 — This bill is intended to combat
squatters, who often produce falsified rental documents
when confronted by police officers trying to remove them
from a home they are occupying illegally.
The new law, which did take effect July 1, protects legitimate tenants with a lease signed by a permitted property manager while requiring a disclosure on rental agreements that creates a “rebuttable presumption” that the tenant does not have the right to live in a property if they
can’t produce a rental agreement that has been notarized.
The same is with the legitimate legal immigrants who
are protected with a resident card issued by the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Services that creates a “rebuttable presumption” that the individual has entered the
country legally through a recognized port of entry.
An alien admitted to the United States as a lawful permanent resident: Permanent residents are also commonly
referred to as immigrants; however, the Immigration and
Nationality Act (INA) broadly defines an immigrant as any
alien in the United States, except one legally admitted under specific nonimmigrant categories (INA section
101(a)(15)).
An illegal alien who entered the United States without
inspection, for example, would be strictly defined as an
immigrant under the INA but is not a permanent resident
alien. Lawful permanent residents are legally accorded the
privilege of residing permanently in the United States. They
may be issued immigrant visas by the Department of State
overseas or adjusted to permanent resident status by U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Services in the United States.
Perhaps Assembly Bill 161 can give local law enforcement agencies the ability to enforce the federal law that
Democrats refuse to enforce by enforcing the local law,
without being accused of being racist or anti-immigrant
when dealing with those who supposedly have to “live in
the shadows.”
Now, treating those illegals as squatters, the local laws
can be enforced because the guilty squatters are in a broader
“property” that they have occupied without permission; it
is just a matter of wanting to enforce the law for real and
to the max.
If the new squatters can appear on television newscasts
and have time to protest as anti-government demonstrators, they may not be “living in the shadows” after all; if
they can fly to the nation’s capital, to New York City, Chicago and every other place that their handlers fly them to,
they may have to give saying that they are “living in the
shadows”; but it should be of interest to the Internal Revenue Service as to where they get the money to travel to
and from all those protests if in fact the federal government wants to enforce the immigration laws.
It has been the assumption of this newspaper for many
years that there is no need to reform the immigration laws;
all that is needed is to enforce the laws that already exist.
One of the major requirements for entering the United
States has been for an immigrant to have clean bill of health.
This country has the right to protect its citizens, and therefore no one will enter here with any disease or contagious
illness. The country also has the right to assure its citizens
and legal residents that those entering the country are financially solvent and that they are not going to be stuck
with hospital bills, support for someone else’s child or children — because some of those babies are born just hours
after their parents have crossed the border illegally.
If the laws are not clear, maybe the United States Government should copy the very strict immigration laws that
exist and are strictly enforced in our neighboring country
to the south, other wise known as Mexico.
If anyone wants to know just how strictly and well enforced the immigration laws are right across our southern
border, they should ask anyone from Central America who
had the misfortune of getting caught crossing the border
through Mexico.
The Mexicans detained in the jails of the United States
complain about how hard they are treated while incarcerated , but if you want to hear about abuse while being incarcerated, why not ask anyone from Central America or
even any American citizen incarcerated in any jail in any
one city in Mexico? You will hear about brutal abuse, lack
of food to eat, and in many cases, even sexual abuse and
rape of both men and women.
Let’s no longer call them illegals. From now on, let’s
call them what they truly are: squatters. It will be so much
easier to enforce the law.

Return authority over
intrastate water to the states

By Thomas Mitchell
“We are taking significant action
The Environmental Protection
to return power to the states and proAgency announced this past week
vide regulatory certainty to our
that it is moving to rescind the
nation’s farmers and businesses,”
Obama administration’s 2015 rules
said EPA administrator Scott Pruitt
that defined the “waters of the United
in a press release. “This is the first
States” (WOTUS) under the Clean
step in the two-step process to redeWater Act of 1972 as every stream,
fine ‘waters of the U.S.’ and we are
ditch, wetland or mud puddle that
committed to moving through this remight eventually after a deluge spill
evaluation to quickly provide regua few drops into any rivulet that
latory certainty, in a way that is
might occasionally be navigable with
thoughtful, transparent and collaboan inner tube.
rative with other agencies and the
As the courts have noted, the
public.”
THOMAS MITCHELL
Clean Water Act was intended to give
As it now stands with this order
the EPA and the Army Corps of Engineers and other and several court rulings, including one from the U.S.
federal agencies authority over “navigable waters” 6th Circuit Court of Appeals, the EPA is enforcing clean
only.
water rules that were in place prior to the 2015 atPresident Trump signed an order in February in- tempted usurpation of power.
structing the EPA to consider repeal and replacement
Pruitt would do well to lift heavily from a June 19
of Obama’s EPA water rules.
letter to him from the attorneys general of 20 states,
Now the EPA is beginning the process of rewriting including Nevada’s AG Adam Laxalt, which offers
the rules, hopefully to take into account the role and suggestions on how to include input from the states
authority of the states over intrastate water resources.
(See Mitchell, Page 12)

Women who can never
be called MOTHERS

By Perly Viasmensky
In a recent interview with Maria Elena Salinas,
well-known investigative journalist, with a program
in Investigation Discovery (ID), Ronald Eric Salazar,
a young Salvadoran man doing time in a prison in
Florida for the murder and rape of his younger sister
in 2005, expressed his part of the story and vaguely
told the reason for his actions.
This young man’s mother left him in El Salvador
when he was only six months old and under the care
of his grandparents. When the child was one year old
his father followed the mother searching for the sweet
“American dream,” and little Ronald was practically
forgotten, living in poverty in his home town in El
Salvador.
On his own account he was constantly reminded
by the grandparents that his mom and dad showed
very little interest, if any, in him and that they never
sent any money. He acknowledged that he had to sleep
on the floor and without a mattress.
When he got older, his parents sent him some
money and he could buy nice shoes and clothes. He

claimed he never had any desire to come to the United
States, but after some thinking about it figured that by
coming to this country he could have nicer things.
When Ronald arrived here he saw the house his
parents were living in, in South Florida , and compared
it to the place where he was forced to grow up until he
was 14; he felt the pain in his heart.
On his own account when he needed a hug or a kiss
it was always denied to him. Only God knows what
went through his mind and heart. He probably saw preferences for his other siblings and pain and resentment
was accumulating inside the 14 year-old child.
On the fateful day of July 25th, 2005 Ronald raped
and killed and his 11-year-old sister.
During that interview with Maria Elena Salinas, his
mother, Marlene Vega (formerly Marlene Salazar), said
if she had her son in front of her at that time, she would
have killed him. Marlene Vega also said, “It is not worth
loving him.”
What kind of mother would express such a lack of
love?
(See Viasmensky, Page 12)

ON A PERSONAL NOTE
Either we know or we don’t want to know:
How we might cause and heal the cancers we get

By Maramis
within the parameters of what they
This will be my last column reare allowed to do, to alleviate the
garding my exploration into cancer,
suffering of those afflicted with canwhich was sparked by my sister’s
cer, always reminding the patient,
recent death.
however, that there is no cure. Yet I
What I want to do in this column
have learned from my research that
is get the point across that a cancer
there are doctors who totally ignore
diagnosis does not have to be a death
the Hippocratic Oath and even give
sentence nor a reason to give up and
chemotherapy to patients who do not
just accept the “inevitable” — nor
have cancer just for their personal
is it a reason to accept everything
profit. One is currently serving 45
your doctor tells you at face value,
years.
which will usually include one or
Some individuals, however, like
another of the big three official ways
Dr.
Michael Kiriac, Mark Malanca,
MARAMIS CHOUFANI
to deal with cancer: surgery, chemotherapy and radia- Ty Bollinger and others, had their own experiences
tion.
with losing family members to cancer and jumped into
What I do not want is for cancer patients to give up their research with everything they had — coming up
their relationship with their doctors or interrupt treat- with information that turned out to not only be enlightment that is working.
ening, encouraging, helpful and amazing, but darned
I am not a doctor or a scientist; I’m just a person if they didn’t discover more than one way to cure canwho has lost several family members to cancer, like cer!
many others out there. But just as with those I’ve come
I’ve already written about the wonders of cannabis
across in my personal research, there comes a time oil and the properties found in the cannabis plant that
when we’ve all said to ourselves, in one way or an- have helped scores of cancer patients find both relief
other, “There’s gotta be something we can do to ei- from pain and rendered them free from their cancer
ther avoid getting cancer or cure it once we do get it.” diagnosis. According to their own testimonies and the
Doctors do the best they can, I sincerely hope,
(See Maramis, Page 13)
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Editors note: The views expressed are entirely those of the writers and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Las Vegas Tribune.

Fake news media misleading public
on Trump’s voter data request

By Chuck Muth
Are you shocked? Yeah, neither
am I.
I first realized the reporting
fraud days ago when I saw my
home state of Nevada on a left-wing
list of states allegedly refusing to
comply with a request from President Donald Trump’s Advisory
Commission on Election Integrity
for public voter data records even
though I knew Nevada Secretary of
State Barbara Cegavske had already stated publicly that Nevada
law REQUIRED her to comply.
On Wednesday, the office of
Vice President Mike Pence issued
a statement correcting the false
record being peddled by CNN and
other “fake news” media outlets...
“On June 28, the Presidential
Advisory Commission on Election
Integrity issued a letter requesting
that states provide publicly available voter data as permitted under
their state laws. At present, 20
states have agreed to provide the
publicly available information requested by the Commission and
another 16 states are reviewing
which information can be released
under their state laws. In all, 36
states have either agreed or are

CHUCK MUTH
considering participating with the
Commission’s work to ensure the
integrity of the American electoral
system.
“While there are news reports
that 44 states have ‘refused’ to provide voter information to the Commission, these reports are patently
false, more ‘fake news’. At present,
only 14 states and the District of
Columbia have refused the
Commission’s request for publicly
available voter information. Despite media distortions and obstruction by a handful of state politicians, this bipartisan commission
on election integrity will continue
its work to gather the facts through
public records requests to ensure

the integrity of each American’s
vote because the public has a right
to know.”
I can’t stress this strongly
enough: The commission has requested PUBLICLY AVAILABLE
INFORMATION. This is not confidential information. Your privacy is
not being invaded. As Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach, vice
chairman of the commission,
notes...
“Any person on the street can
walk into a county election office
and obtain a publicly-available
copy of that state’s voter rolls which usually includes voter name,
address, date of birth, and the recent elections in which the voter
participated. During any campaign
season, there are literally hundreds
of candidates and campaign workers in every state who possess these
same voter rolls. Voter rolls are also
frequently obtained by journalists
seeking to do election-related research.”
The
purpose
of
the
Commission’s study is to determine
the extent of the problem of people
voting who aren’t legally eligible
to vote. Who could be against that?
Think of a crooked bookkeeper

who’s been embezzling money
from their company for years. Suddenly the CEO announces he’s
bringing in an outside auditor to
look at the books. How would the
bookkeeper react? Pretty much the
same way Democrats are reacting
in response to the Election Integrity Commission’s voter data request.
Leaving only one inescapable
conclusion: Somebody’s trying to
hide something.
*****
CNN hoisted on
Alinsky’s Petard
Last August I inked a column in
which I observed...
“I don’t know if Donald Trump
ever read ‘Rules for Radicals,’ but

in many ways his presidential campaign is embracing Saul Alinsky’s
strategies/methods
against
Alinsky’s protégé, Hillary Clinton.”
To this day I still don’t know if
the President has read “Rules,” but
either by design or coincidence he
certainly appears to be using them
once again... this time against CNN.
Over the Independence Day
weekend, Trump tweeted to his 33
million followers a video “meme”
from a WWE Wrestlemania match
in which he body-slammed WWE
chief Vince McMahon. Only in this
video clip McMahon’s head was
replaced with the CNN logo. It’s
hilarious.
Well, of course, the delicate
(See Muth, Page 13)

MACE YAMPOLSKY
counted how she saw the man write,
“I think she ate a Mexican,” and
send it to a friend.
This Is What She Wrote
I’m shaking right now. I’m on a
flight to LA right now on American Air, I paid almost $70 extra for
this (exit row) seat I’m in because I
know I need a little extra leg room.
I’m extremely flight anxious but
there were only middle seats available so I had to take what I could
get. As soon as i sat down, the
gentleman on my left began
LOUDLY huffing, sighing, and readjusting himself in his seat. I see
him furiously texting and then pur-

posefully turning the phone away
from me. So, naturally next time he
texts, I take a look.
The texts were about me and I’m
almost positive he took photos of
me. Not only were the texts about
me, but they were really mean and
ugly, with even the recipient named
‘Linda’ chiming back with shaming retorts... someone who can’t
even see the situation. If you can’t
read the texts, it says ‘hopefully she
didn’t have any Mexican food’ and
his response is ‘I think she ate a
Mexican’. Then he proceeds to say
he’s leaving a ‘neck mark on the
window’ because he’s so smashed
against the wall.
(She posted several photos
showing that he had plenty of room
and this was BS.) From the photos,
you can see I’m not in his space.
He’s even taken over both arm rests
on purpose, coming to my space
and digging his elbows into my
side... which is in my seat. his next
text to her was ‘if the news reports
a DFW airbus, a 321 leaving the
runway without rotating, that would
be my flight.’ Another one I see
later? ‘if these seats don’t hold, it’s
not going to matter.’ and that’s just
a few of them. There were several
more. I didn’t do anything to him.

I’m in my seat, completely (see
photos). I am crumpled into a ball
trying to not bother. I’m just so upset.
“I asked the other man to my
right if he’d switch me and told him
what the man was saying about me
and he [just] laughed and refused.
That’s fine, it’s not his issue. This
is a fat person’s daily reality and not
just on a plane. this is on a bus,
standing in line at the grocery store,
at a concert, on the internet. you can
be completely in your own space,
not bothering anyone, and people
will still f**k with you and try to
hurt you. all you can do is know you
haven’t done anything wrong just

by existing and to move on. this just
makes me a mixture of enraged and
super sad.”
But I Am Really Sorry For
Being A Jerk!
The man can then be heard
apologizing for his actions, saying
he “was drinking” before reverting
back to his offensive behavior.
She said “Did you notice that I
was nice to you in the air? I put my
thing up for you, I gave you part of
my table,” He said. “In fairness, you
probably shouldn’t be sitting in an
exit row seat. When they ask if
you’re willing and capable to assist
people in getting off the airplane in
(See Mace, Page 14)

Being fat is definitely not fun

By Mace Yampolsky
People are mean. I read an article on Yahoo about this larger
woman being rudely texted about
because she was fat. As someone
who has fought the battle of the
bulge my entire life, I can commiserate. Under the U.S. Constitution,
one can [but cannot] be discriminated against for race, creed, national origin or sexual orientation.
Is being fat included under that constitutional protection? Whether it is
or is not, that woman’s seatmate
was just a jerk. But the woman
stood up for herself. Good job,
Natalie!
The title of the article on Yahoo
was “Plus Size Woman Documents
Herself Being Fat Shamed on
Flight.”
When Natalie Hage was the victim of body-shaming, not only did
she stand up for herself, but she
documented the entire interaction,
blasted it out on social media, and
exposed the “bulls*** fat people go
through just for existing. ”On a recent flight to Los Angeles, Calif.,
Hage, who’s a plus-size model and
influencer, noticed the person sitting next to her texting fat jokes.
Taking to social media, Hage shared
photos and video and also re-

Justice Ginsburg must recuse herself
Larry Klayman quotes octogenarian’s open criticism of Donald Trump
By Larry Klayman
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
must recuse herself in the U.S. Supreme Court, argues Freedom
Watch’s “Judicial Selection Task
Force.” If she does not do so, she
should be involuntarily disqualified
by a majority of the U.S. Supreme
Court. The task force I started as
general counsel of the public interest law firm Freedom Watch is leading this effort nationwide.
Most immediately, Justice
Ginsburg must recuse herself voluntarily in the case challenging
President Donald Trump’s moratorium on travel from six failed states
under his Executive Order 13769,
“Protecting the Nation from Foreign Terrorist Entry into the United
States,” 82 Fed. Reg. 8,977. This
landmark case is necessary to preserve the power of the commander
in chief to protect the nation against
liberal penumbras and emanations
of political correctness liberal
judges imagine that they see somewhere in the U.S. Constitution.
It is difficult for parties in a lawsuit to directly challenge a judge
who may decide their case. Freedom Watch can do in the public interest and for the American people
what direct parties may be unwill-

LARRY KLAYMAN
ing to risk doing. I call on public
interest leaders and activists and
concerned citizens to join in our
demand for integrity and public
confidence in our nation’s courts.
In June or July 2016, Justice
Ginsburg intentionally spoke to
journalists, clearly knowing and
intending that her pronouncements
would be widely disseminated
through the news media. She deliberately met with journalists for the
purpose of broadcasting her comments nationwide during and concerning a presidential campaign.
A key issue in the upcoming
travel moratorium case is whether

the president’s statements on the
campaign trail as a candidate are to
be considered in determining
whether Executive Order 13769 has
discriminatory intent. On its face
the order offers no hint of religious
discrimination and does not mention any religion. So the entire case
turns on whether or not Trump’s
statements made in campaign appearances should be reviewed and
should even trump the plain wording of the executive order.
However, Justice Ginsburg has
already made up her mind that thencandidate Trump’s campaign statements were meaningless:
In an interview on CNN, Justice
Ginsburg stated the following about
Trump:
“He is a faker,” she said of the
presumptive Republican presidential nominee, going point by point,
as if presenting a legal brief. “He
has no consistency about him. He
says whatever comes into his head
at the moment. He really has an
ego... How has he gotten away with
not turning over his tax returns? The
press seems to be very gentle with
him on that.”
CNN’s Joan Biskupic reported:
“Having met with Ginsburg on a
regular basis for more than a decade

and sometimes been struck by her
frankness, I found her response
classic. The 83-year-old justice expressed no regret on Monday for the
comments or surprise that she
would be criticized. Any disbelief
she expressed stemmed from the
fact that Trump has gotten so far in
the election cycle. ‘At first I thought
it was funny,’ she said of Trump’s
early candidacy. ‘To think that
there’s a possibility that he could
be president...’ Her voice trailed off
gloomily.”
“I think he has gotten so much
free publicity,” Ginsburg added,
drawing a contrast between what
she believes is tougher media treatment of Democratic candidate
Hillary Clinton and returning to an
overriding complaint: “Every other
presidential candidate has turned
over tax returns.”
In an interview with the Associated Press, “Ginsburg conceded that
she was presuming that Democrat
Hillary Clinton would be the next
president, so that either Garland or
a Clinton nominee would join the
court. But what if Republican
Donald Trump won instead? ‘I
don’t want to think about that possibility, but if it should be, then everything is up for grabs.’”

In an interview with the New
York Times Ginsburg said: “I can’t
imagine what this place would be
— I can’t imagine what the country would be — with Donald Trump
as our president. For the country, it
could be four years. For the court,
it could be — I don’t even want to
contemplate that.”
Referring to the possibility that
Donald Trump might become president, Justice Ginsburg quipped:
“Now it’s time for us to move to
New Zealand.”
Ginsburg revealed to the Times
her goal of avoiding “a lasting setback to Mr. Obama and the immigrants he had tried to protect” concerning United States v. Texas:
“Think what would have happened had Justice Scalia remained
with us,” she said. Instead of a
single sentence announcing the tie,
she suggested, a five-justice majority would have issued a precedentsetting decision dealing a lasting
setback to Mr. Obama and the immigrants he had tried to protect.
Justice Ginsburg’s partisan statements during the 2016 election
shocked even liberal court-watchers, earning faint criticism from
even the usual supporters of left(See Klayman, Page 14)
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Tawdry Metro Vice and Strategic Corruption
By Norman Jahn
On June 22nd, another George
Knapp and I-Team report came out
on Channel 8 news entitled, Shocking allegations made against former
vice cops. He seems to be the only
one with ‘sources’ and who has
done stories on this situation where
former pimps who were sentenced
to life in prison are appealing their
convictions. As Sheriff Gillespie
used to say, “Make no mistake
people,” both of these pimps are
likely still pimping from behind
bars and that is how they are paying their attorneys. But on to the
most important ANSWERS that I
am seeking and might learn from
the investigation. Why did Lt.
Karen Hughes and Metro’s Vice
unit do what they did to me and others? I hope there was no corruption,
but if there was, then these people
need to be nailed to the wall. Would
prostitution money paid for ‘protection’ actually be enough to turn on
your own people and destroy their
careers? Absolutely!
After receiving praise and
mostly positive feedback for policing and supervisory performance
during 2007, 2008, and 2009 things
started to change. I had worked the
Strip for Sgt. Ray Reyes and our
squad dealt with prostitution crimes
virtually every shift. At times it was
hard to even keep up but we were
just street cops and we didn’t have
the ‘clout’ to change anything. We
did, however, try to alert the administration to the changes occurring
and to the disorder and violence on
the Strip. I put my own concerns in
writing — more than once — and
got in the ‘doghouse’ of some pretenders who had achieved rank
while I was gone. You see, if you
bring concerns ‘up’ the chain of
command it exposes the secrets and
suppressed information that captains and others do NOT want
known by their own bosses.
I was promoted to sergeant in

Mitchell

(Continued from Page 10)
and retain state jurisdiction over
intrastate waters.
Laxalt was one of 23 attorneys
general who backed a lawsuit that
went all the way to the Supreme
Court and resulted in the court saying property owners have a right to
sue in court over EPA permitting
determinations under WOTUS
rules. The federal agencies had circuitously contended that property
owners could only go to court once
decisions were final, but essentially
argued that all permitting decisions
are reviewable and potentially reversible and therefore never final.
The attorneys general letter
notes the burden the Obama era
rules were on land owners, because
the discharge of any pollutant — be
it mere soil, rocks or sand — required obtaining a permit that is
excessively expensive and takes
years to obtain.
In that Supreme Court case
Chief Justice John Roberts noted
that a specialized individual permit,
such as the one sought by the plaintiffs, on average costs $271,596 and
788 days to complete, not counting
any mitigation costs that might be
required.
Further, discharging into “waters
of the United States” without a per-

NORMAN JAHN
2007 and, after working downtown
and Bolden area commands, returned to the Strip. This time I was
able to work and supervise officers
on the Strip. I worked graveyard
and day shift and both had significant crime. There was plenty of
fraud perpetrated on tourists and
also big money lost to prostitutionrelated crimes.
We made some progress by sharing information in briefings and
making these crimes a higher priority for ‘regular’ patrol officers
and not just the ‘specialists’ in Vice.
We worked with hotel security and
also our own detectives from the
Tourist Crimes Unit. We could be
quite effective when combining our
personal knowledge and ability to
recognize suspects from still and
video recordings. We even created
a ‘Mug Book’ just like on the old
TV shows! When people had
$20,000 cash stolen (like a tourist
who recently contacted me almost
six years after my career ended), we
could show them possible suspects
and let them look at about 50
mugshots of previously arrested
prostitutes and have a pretty good
chance of getting an identification.
The whole process begins with officers taking a crime report. Simple
as that sounds the mindset for many
in security and policing is that these

mit can subject a farmer or private
homeowner to fines of up to
$51,570 per violation, per day.
The attorneys general noted that
the Obama water rules violated the
Constitution by intruding on the
states’ reserved authority under the
10th Amendment and usurped
Congress’s authority under the
Commerce Clause. They called for
an approach that would allow the
states the flexibility to design state
law in order to protect the water
resources within their borders. “It
also would provide any state for
which EPA attempts to designate

crimes are not important or that
someone was ‘dirty’ (consorting
with a prostitute) so they deserve
what they got! I couldn’t stand to
see hundreds of thousands of dollars stolen and nothing being done
about it. All the money did was
empower the PIMPS! And yes, I did
deal with Ocean Fleming who is
one of the prisoners challenging his
conviction right now.
Even after Lt. Karen Hughes
started a VETO program (Vice Enforcement Top Offenders) and put
all kinds of pictures on the front
page of the newspaper (which could
have prompted a civil lawsuit) we
were told we couldn’t use the Mug
Book any longer. Detective George
Donelson and others who tried to
deal with tourist crimes were not
‘good enough’ to solve crimes without Vice interference and turf
battles. I’m thinking that Lt. Karen
Hughes had a problem with some
men dating back to getting ‘bashed’
around in her early career — and I
don’t mean on-duty bashings! She
was also always protective of her
‘turf’ in Internal Affairs and in Vice
and I think she stayed in Vice longer
than any other lieutenant in Metro
history.
The Mug Book could have
solved hundreds of crimes over the
past half-decade. But it wasn’t just
this tool taken away. Captain Hank
was telling us to stay out of the casinos. Many former members of
Metro retired and went to work in
the hotels. Once in awhile they
complained about officers on their
properties — especially when they
didn’t know about it. There we go
again... potential CORRUPTION
because of controlling information
and creating deflections and distractions to protect something that may
be criminal. But why? The universal answer is GREED, but who got
money, who paid it, and where did
it go?
So just how did they start to

certain waters an opportunity to
explain to EPA why its regulatory
program is sufficient to protect
those waters and contest EPA’s determination that those waters significantly affect navigable waters,”
they wrote.
It is time to return those 10th
Amendment rights to the states.
Thomas Mitchell is a former
newspaper editor who now writes
conservative/libertarian columns
for weekly papers in Nevada. You
may
email
Mitchell
at
thomasmnv@yahoo.com. He blogs
at http://4thst8.wordpress.com/.

screw with us? Here are a series of
memos generated about me or my
officers which most of the time
were inexplicable and exactly why
we never got an explanation of why
we had to STAND DOWN!
1/17/10
Keep sharing the information
but end it only to Lt. Hughes and
Sgt. Don Hoier. Thanks, Hans
3/19/10
From Lt. Karen Hughes, “...I
don’t want Sgt. Jahn dealing directly with my detectives on cases
they are working. It has caused a
multitude of problems in the past
we can discuss in person... Captain
Hank is fully aware of my concerns
and has been for over a year.”
Was I a ‘pit bull’ about felony
crimes committed by prostitutes?
Absolutely, and I supervised my
squad with a focus on taking these
calls seriously. I was constantly
entering information into the Patrol
Briefing system and encouraging
my officers to do the same. I was
constantly meeting with hotel security and surveillance personnel and
SOLVING crimes. I had received
at least a dozen positive contact reports and commendable performance ratings on my evaluations
from Lt. Walters and also formal
letters of appreciation from citizens.
So why would Lt. Hughes later
write, “Hans, I am becoming increasingly more concerned as to the
involvement that Sgt. Jahn continues to display regarding cases that
are
assigned
to
my
unit...Reinterviewing victims and
emailing them after the initial response and suggesting eh will be
doing photo line ups is going to
compromise ANY case that we may
have potential for an arrest and
prosecution. This is NOT his role
or assignment.” Hughes asked Lt.
Walters to ‘admonish’ me about
dealing with her detectives and she
wanted all information to go directly to her. She then threatened,
“My next step if this does not stop,
will be an SOC for interfering with

an investigation.” She was threatening to investigate me for doing
police work!
On the same date, Captain Hank
wrote to Hughes, “Karen, I will
have Norm stand down as requested.” This was in regard to my
officers identifying two prolific
trick roll suspects at the Signature
Towers after my supervisor gave
me a report and I showed it to my
officers! I thought, are you kidding
me? We had just solved a crime that
our supervisor asked us to review
but Captain Hank’s directive to
Walters was then relayed to me,
“No PC arrests on Vice related calls,
Contact Vice, and if they don’t respond just list suspects(s) on the
report and take photos.” My chain
of command was encouraging neglect of duty with no regard for the
plight of tourists and the almost
immediate solvability of many of
these crimes. Over the years many
MILLIONS of dollars in cash and
valuables have been stolen because
of this ‘protectionist’ approach. I
wonder how much of that money
made it to Vice detectives and supervisors. Hughes wanted to completely control the flow of information (a sign of potential corrupt
activities) and wanted only her
‘elite’ Trick Roll Team to be involved. They were overwhelmed
with crimes and calls and simply
did not respond to many of them. I
refused to neglect my duties and
hoped that Internal Affairs would
proceed and offer me some relief
(and protection from my own
agency).
MORE DETAILS OF INTERFERENCE WITH POLICING (BY
POLICE) NEXT WEEK
Norm Jahn served with the
LVMPD for over 21 years and
achieved the rank of lieutenant. He
also served as a police chief in Wisconsin for over three years. Jahn
has been a university professor and
also taught in the criminal justice
program at the College of Southern Nevada for over a decade.

(Continued from Page 10)
Ronald Salazar probably inherited those feeling from his own
mother.
Maria Elena Salinas said, “It is
impossible to comprehend the suffering of this mother.” No, what it
is impossible and extremely difficult to comprehend is the suffering
of a 14-year-old child who was
abandoned as a baby and again at
his time of need.
What it is difficult to comprehend is a woman who considers
herself a mother and keeps in her
heart so much hate for the child she
carried in her womb for nine
months.
I personally know several Salvadoran women who came to this
country looking for better opportunities, but none of them forgot the
children they left behind. I saw
them every pay-day going shopping
to send their children clothing and
many other things besides the
money they sent for their support. I
saw them saving money to be able
to re-build the home where their
children were living, and to cover

having electricity and drinking water at the home where they had left
their children.
Ronald Salazar has not seen his
mother in 10 years and I personally
don’t believe she has any desire to
communicate with him ever again.
I don’t condone what he did because there is no question that he
was wrong, but at the same time has
anyone ever wondered what went
through this child’s mind already
full of frustration for the abandonment and lack of love from the very
people who brought him into this
world.
Ronald Eric Salazar is an adult
now, but his pain and suffering reflects on his face.
I hope God will look upon him
and bring him the peace of mind he
so much deserves.
*****
Perly Viasmensky is the General
Manager of the Las Vegas Tribune.
She writes a weekly column in this
newspaper. To contact Perly
Viasmensky, email her at
pviasmensky@lasvegas
tribune.com.
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Calling out fake-news Newsweek
Joseph Farah demands but doesn’t expect apology for mag’s slam of WND
By Joseph Farah
No acknowledgment. Needless
to say, no correction.
My demand was solely based on
this sentence in a story published
Monday written by Alexander
Nazaryan: “On social media sites
like Reddit and news outlets like
World Net Daily (sic), it is all but
an article of faith that (Seth) Rich,
who worked for the Democratic
National Committee, was the
source who gave DNC emails to
WikiLeaks, for which he was slain,
presumably by Clinton operatives.”
Since I am the founder, chief
executive officer and editor in chief
of WND, I think I would be wellpositioned to know whether anyone
at the news organization has ever
said or written anything remotely
resembling this unattributed and
unsourced assertion. I can promise
you that no one at WND has ever

Maramis

JOSEPH FARAH
made such a suggestion — publicly
or privately.
But, of course, that’s what one
should expect from fake-news
Newsweek. This is not, after all,
your mother’s Newsweek — a respectable place for journalists to

(Continued from Page 12)
doctors’ reevaluations of these patients, they
were indeed found to be cancer-free. There
of course will always be the naysayers who
will only believe in hardcore “scientific evidence” and/or those so-called “clinical trials
and tests,” opposed to the actual testimonials of real people and real doctors. It’s kind
of like being asked, “Who are you going to
believe? Us (the ‘official’ spokespeople for
‘cures’ of any kind, especially when it comes
to cancer), or them (those who have been diagnosed with cancer and have been cured,
along with their doctors who stand behind
them, showing them to now be cancer-free)?
This is not to imply in any way that all
cancers can be cured, or that there is only
that one method of curing cancer — in this
case, using the cannabis plant — but it IS to
imply, if not blatantly state, that some kinds
of treatments HAVE cured the cancer that has
been diagnosed in many people.
Statements by any of those ‘official’
spokespeople who wish to discredit the actual cures of those who did not go through
any ‘official’ and/or ‘approved’ treatments
that could yield so-called ‘scientific evidence’
need to be seen for what they are: statements.
And here are just some of them:
—“Cancer Research UK note that
superfoods are often promoted as having an
ability to prevent or cure diseases, including
cancer; they caution, ‘you shouldn’t rely on
so-called “superfoods” to reduce the risk of
cancer. They cannot substitute for a generally healthy and balanced diet.’” (Note that
what they stated — “you shouldn’t rely on

Muth

(Continued from Page 11)
little snowflakes over at CNN and
other fake news purveyors had a
conniption.
“It is a sad day when the President of the United States encourages violence against reporters,”
CNN bleated in a prepared statement.
Oh, puh-lease. Everyone break
out their World’s Smallest Violins.
“It is an incitement to violence,”
whined windbag CNN commentator and card-carrying Trump hater
Ana Navarro. “He is going to get
somebody killed in the media,
what’s next?” asked Dean
Obeidallah with mock indignation.
“Will Trump next ‘jokingly’ behead
the NBC peacock?”
Total Meltdown.
CNN’s insufferable Jim Acosta,
the Sam Donaldson wannabe, tried
to turn the table on Trump by sarcastically tweeting, “Isn’t pro wrestling fake?”
But all that did was open the
door for the president’s son, Donald
Trump Jr., to take yet another shot
directly at CNN’s cold, liberal,
Trump-hating heart...
“Yes,” Don Jr. replied, “just like
your coverage.”
BAAM!!
But if CNN and the rest of the
fake news media thought their righteous indignation over being made
a global laughingstock would put
an end to the richly deserved ridicule, they terribly misjudged the
public’s loathing of the media these
days.
And CNN made the bad situation even worse by frantically digging to find out who created the
original video and threatening to
expose his identity publicly if the
poor guy didn’t apologize. Which
only resulted in public outrage that
caused
the
hashtag
#CNNBlackmail to go viral.
Indeed, the Trump video and
CNN’s defensive, heavy-handed response has since spawned a cottage
industry of GIF-generators and
meme videos depicting President
Trump doing all manner of things

work back in its heyday. This is the
Newsweek that lives on the fumes
of that legacy, the Newsweek that
would have long ago gone out of
business had the name alone not
earned a degree of respect. This the
new Newsweek, owned by a cult
that worships its founder as the second coming of Jesus and which also
runs a knockoff fake Christian site
known as Christian Today, not to
be mistaken for Christianity Today.
And who is Nazaryan?
You might recall an earlier correction and apology Newsweek was
forced to make publicly as a result
of one of Nazaryan’s tweets last
January when he compared Sen.
Ted Cruz and his supporters to Nazis.
Newsweek’s editor in chief, Jim
Impoco, released this statement at
the time: “I would like to express
on behalf of Newsweek our disap-

so-called “superfoods” and “They cannot
substitute for a generally healthy and balanced diet” are two of those really ‘duh’ comments. No superfood promoter even suggests
that you give up a healthy and balanced diet
in favor of just ingesting their superfoods.)
Note the difference between the above and
what the promoter of BioSuperfood has to
say:
“The anti-cancer properties of Bio-Algae
Concentrates make this superfood an absolutely necessary dietary supplement for anyone who is battling cancer or who may be at
risk, and if you eat processed food or follow
the standard American diet, you are definitely
‘at risk’ for cancer, since so many of the foods
that make up the American diet are, themselves, promoters of cancer.
“Every doctor should be aware of the anticancer properties of Bio-Algae Concentrates,
and this superfood should be ‘prescribed’ as
both a cancer prevention food and as cancer
therapy for patients currently battling the disease. In my opinion, any person suffering
from cancer should immediately begin introducing it into their diets, even if they choose
to undergo other anti-cancer procedures such
as chemotherapy and radiation.
“Furthermore, any person who knows
someone with cancer has, I believe, a social
responsibility to at least make them aware of
this information so that they can make their
own informed decision about how to nutritionally support their body in reversing cancer.”
And this statement from an ‘official’
spokesperson who wants us to avoid even
trying for a cannabis cancer cure:

to CNN.
There’s also now a fake “hostage” video in which the individual
who created the original WWE
video is forced by CNN to issue a
public, on-camera apology. It’s so
hilarious because it’s so true.
And the hits just keep on coming!
Which brings me back to
Alinsky’s “Rules for Radicals” and
how Trump and his followers have
co-opted them for their own purposes, either knowingly or coincidentally...
Rule #5. “Ridicule is man’s most
potent weapon. It is almost impossible to counteract ridicule. Also it
infuriates the opposition, which
then reacts to your advantage.”
Rule #6. “A good tactic is one
your people enjoy.”
Ridiculing CNN the way the
president did was extremely potent.
And an infuriated CNN clearly has
been unable to counteract the ridicule. And without doubt, Trump
supporters are loving every minute
of every new anti-CNN GIF and
meme. And there’s no end in sight.
Congratulations, CNN. You got
Alinskied!
While I remain a YUGE Trump
supporter, that doesn’t mean I agree
with every policy proposal being
put forward by the administration.
Such is the case with Ivanka
Trump’s push for paid family leave.
In a recent letter-to-the-editor published by the Wall Street Journal,
Ivanka argues...
“Providing a national guaranteed paid-leave program — with a
reasonable time limit and benefit
cap — isn’t an entitlement, it’s an
investment in America’s working
families.”
I respectfully disagree. An investment is something you do voluntarily with your own money. Using tax dollars or an employer mandate isn’t an investment; it’s an involuntary taking.
And the history of any and all
government programs guarantees
that “reasonable” time limits will
ultimately become unreasonable

pointment that this occurred and
reiterate that this does not align with
our editorial values. I apologize for
any doubt that this might have cast
on Newsweek’s editorial integrity
or credibility. We’ve addressed the
situation with Alexander and the
rest of the staff and will be reviewing and reiterating our social media policy in coming days.”
Nazaryan had tweeted an image
depicting Nazi soldiers, writing,
“Ted Cruz has a strong ground
game in Iowa.” Nazaryan wasn’t as
contrite as his boss, tweeting: “I
deleted my tweet calling Ted Cruz
a Nazi. Not fair to his totally decent supporters, as much as I dislike the man himself.” He had previously called Cruz “an atrocity of
a human being,” for which he offered no apology.
But, more to the point, why was
I taken aback by the total

—“The US National Cancer Institute has
concluded, ‘At this time, there is not enough
evidence to recommend that patients inhale
or ingest Cannabis as a treatment for cancerrelated symptoms or side effects of cancer
therapy.’” Notice the words, “at this time”
and “not enough.” When will it be a good
time, and how much more testimony will they
need from those patients who know it worked
for them and their doctors who have verified
the results?
A further note regarding cannabis; there
are those who have no access to cannabis and
perhaps never would choose to use it, and
yet they too not only found relief from their
cancer elsewhere, but also were given the
cancer-free label from their own doctors following the alternative treatment they did
choose to use.
And this statement from another ‘official’
spokesperson:
—“According to the American Cancer
Society, ‘available scientific evidence does
not support claims that these complementary
and alternative methods, when used without
mainstream or conventional medicine, are
effective in treating cancer or any other disease.’” Note that they refer to “available”
(how hard did they look?) scientific evidence
not supporting claims for a cure when used
“without mainstream or conventional medicine” (nothing like putting in a plug for what
they are forced to do). Is it really not available, or has it been ignored, watered down,
misinterpreted, or even denied for any one
of their questionable reasons?
There is enough information out there that
is common knowledge and time-tested in re-

and benefit “caps” will constantly
expand or disappear completely. As
Ronald Reagan so wisely observed...
“Government programs, once
launched, never disappear. Actually, a government bureau is the
nearest thing to eternal life we’ll
ever see on this earth!”
Just look at ObamaCare.
*****
Pretty please, with
a bitter Cheri on top
So there’s this GOP political
consultant, Cheri Jacobus, who I
met briefly many years ago when
working in The Swamp, who took
to Twitter to slam President Donald
Trump...
“Trump a poor person’s idea of
what a rich person is, dumb
person’s idea of what smart person
is, weak person’s idea of what
strong person is.”
I responded appropriately and
accurately...
“Trump IS rich. Trump IS smart.
Trump IS strong. Trump IS president. Case closed.”
Which sent Jacobus and her
minions into a total Twitter-meltdown!
Jacobus, however, isn’t your
typical Republican Trump-hater.
Apparently she was under consideration at one time for a job on the
Trump campaign and something
went sour. Supposedly she got into
a tiff with then-Trump campaign
manager Corey Lewandowski after she asked to “sit down and talk
about” the job (she has the request
pinned on her Twitter feed).
I don’t know the details. Never
heard about the brouhaha. And
don’t care. Frankly, Cheri’s not a
player of much consequence in conservative circles. Haven’t even
heard her name in over a decade.
But she’s clearly extremely bitter
over the Lewandowski spat and
quite thin-skinned about it.
Hell hath no fury and all that.
The reason I bring this up is because over and over and time again
we’re being subjected to criticism
of the president from “Republi-

mischaracterization of WND by
Newsweek?
Because, I have found, politically motivated insults like this that
go unaddressed wind up defining
you and your company. Even now,
this charge is probably being
repurposed by the social activists at
Wikipedia and the hate-mongers at
the Southern Poverty Law Center
to expand their public dossiers on
me and WND based on nothing but
conjecture.
Notice Nazaryan’s approach:
“It’s all but an article of faith,” he
claims, at WND that we believe
Hillary did in Seth Rich and that he
provided the DNC emails to
WikiLeaks. Does he know anyone
at WND? Did he talk to anyone? Is
there any published evidence of this
fantasy? Does he cite any? Of
course not. In fact, he has no track
(See Farah, Page 14)

gard to how to stay healthy, and how to get
healthier and avoid illness and disease, which
has predominantly been ignored by the
masses while they choose instead to continue
to smoke, drink hard alcohol to the extreme,
refuse to give up what they know has been to
their own personal detriment, and allow
themselves to get badly out of shape. (Most
of us know that not everyone is totally in
control of what they eat, know how their eating habits affect their health, or even know
what to do about it; and while all that information is out there, available to anyone, there
is far more ignorance in this area than we
can even imagine — including among those
in the medical field.)
If one really wants to have their own body
reject cancer when it is trying to take hold,
that body has to be in some kind of “fighting” mode. If that body is in poor shape from
years of abuse, it has little going for it to keep
the intruder from taking up residence.
The body, however, has been created with
amazing recuperative powers, thanks to our
Creator, and if we start right where we are,
as soon as we really “get it,” there is a lot of
hope for a good resolution.
Rx: Let our body do what it does to heal
us, accept help from all natural sources that
might be able to help, and don’t put any physical, medical, or even psychological obstacles
in the way.
*****
Maramis Choufani is the Managing Editor of the Las Vegas Tribune. She writes a
weekly column in this newspaper. To contact
Maramis,
email
her
at
maramis@lasvegastribune.com.

cans.” This is an old trick by the
fake news media.
They find token GOP opponents
of the president, such as Jacobus,
and put them on the air in an effort
to convey the narrative that it’s not
just liberals who hate Trump. Such
folks are what the commies used to
call “useful idiots.”
Ana Navarro on CNN is the
Queen Bee of Useful Idiots.
And the attacks by these people
aren’t based on any kind of philosophical disagreement. It’s personal. They’re angry. They have an
axe to grind. A score to settle. Like
not getting hired on the Trump campaign.
So don’t take what these people
say at bleeding-face value. Look for
the underlying motivation. As often as not, there’s a lot more to the
story than the attackers are letting
on.
*****
Rename the liberal
insert the New York Sun
You know, I actually like the
idea of a liberal newspaper in Las
Vegas competing with the conservative Las Vegas Review-Journal.
I find it helpful to see just how lame
most of the left’s arguments are on
a wide variety of issues.
But what I don’t understand is
why the liberal insert in the Las
Vegas Review-Journal is called the
Las Vegas Sun. Here’s what I
mean...
Tuesday’s lead story in the Sun,
“ObamaCare’s loudest foes lower

voices, expectations,” is actually a
reprint of a New York Times story.
The second of three Page One stories, “How a pageant led to Trump
son’s meeting with Russian lawyer,” is a New York Times reprint.
Inside, the lead liberal editorial
is a New York Times reprint. Then
there’s a liberal column by Bret
Stephens of the New York Times.
Another by liberal Julie Hirschfeld
Davis of the New York Times. Another by David Tanis of the New
York Times.
There’s also the New York Times
“Best Seller” book list and the New
York Times crossword puzzle.
See what I’m getting at?
The Sun’s tagline is “Locally
Owned and Independent,” but the
content is overwhelmingly New
York focused, regardless of who
owns it.
We have a lot of liberals in Las
Vegas — some of whom are actually literate and able to string words
together in a fairly comprehensible
fashion. So why not feature more
independent liberal Las Vegas opinions, editorials and stories on issues
relevant to Las Vegas as opposed
to the Big Apple?
Either that or rename the liberal
insert the New York Sun.
Chuck Muth is president of Citizen Outreach, a non-profit public
policy grassroots advocacy organization and publisher of
NevadaNewsandViews.com. He
may be reached by email at
cmuth@lasvegastribune.com.
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Forget Don Jr.’s email — it’s Hillary
Clinton who ‘colluded’ with Russia
By Kayleigh McEnany
The Hill Opinion Contributor
The effort to prove collusion
between the Trump campaign and
the Russian government has proven
to be little more than a conspiracy
theory desperately in search of evidence. With only “rumors... newspapers stories... (but) not necessarily evidence” in the recent words
of Democratic Senator Dianne
Feinstein (Calif), the left has tried
to take down President Donald
Trump and ignore the issues the
American people care about.
The recent New York Times stories aimed at Donald Trump Jr. are
the latest attempt to provide evidence of collusion where none exists. The Times reported Monday
that Trump Jr. accepted a meeting
with a Russian lawyer after being
told that she might provide damaging information about Hillary
Clinton that was part of a Russian
government effort to aid Trump.
This micro story about a Trump
Jr. meeting with a purported Kremlin-related attorney has been opportunistically harnessed by some to
prove a broader, evidence-free,
macro story of Trump campaign
collusion with Russians in hacking
the DNC and releasing Hillary
Clinton’s emails to the public. But
the micro fails to prove the macro,
though the left breathlessly alleges
it does.
As the Times stories aimed at
Donald Trump Jr. emerged, Trump
Jr. and those involved opted for
transparency every step of the way.
In the Times’ first story published Saturday, reporting a meeting among Trump Jr., Jared
Kushner, Paul Manafort, and a Russian lawyer, the meeting is curiously described as “previously unreported,” despite the fact that both

Jared Kushner and Paul Manafort
disclosed the meeting before the
Times’ reporting.
The Times’ own reporting admits
this several paragraphs down and
then adds, “Because Donald Trump
Jr. does not serve in the administration and does not have a security
clearance, he was not required to
disclose his foreign contacts.” In
short, this meeting, which was portrayed as nefarious across several
anti-Trump media outlets, was disclosed and openly reported by its
attendees — Kushner and
Manafort.
The Times’ Monday night reporting went further in suggesting the
email setting up the meeting promised damning Clinton information
provided by the Russian government.
Again, in a move of full transparency, Trump Jr. publicly released
the entire email chain on Twitter.
The initial email states that the
“Crown prosecutor of Russia” offered to provide the Trump campaign with “information that would
incriminate Hillary and her dealings

with Russia.”
In other words, the information
Trump Jr. initially expressed interest in receiving was not hacked
emails or illegally obtained documents but apparently information
about Clinton’s official Secretary of
State dealings with Russia. At the
time the information was offered on
June 3, 2016, there was no information suggesting Russian hackers
were responsible for the hacking of
the DNC. Donald Trump Jr., in
other words, had no reason to believe that the information he sought
was little more than opposition research.
Trump Jr. did, however, have full
reason to suspect Clinton had operated nefariously in her dealings
with Russia.
Bill Clinton had given a
$500,000 speech in Russia. Clinton
had given her approval in handing
one-fifth of U.S. uranium to Russia, after which her foundation received $2.35 million from the Russian-controlled company. Suspiciously, Clinton did not disclose the
transaction.

Likewise, Clinton campaign
chief John Podesta sat on the board
of a company that received $35
million from the Russian government alongside fellow board members Anatoly Chubais, a senior Russian official, and Ruben Vardanyan,
an oligarch.
Given this context, why
wouldn’t Trump Jr. be open to taking a meeting that offered evidence
of incriminating Clinton dealings
with Russia, particularly when most
of the media refused to look into
Clinton’s question-raising actions?
Trump Jr. honestly stated days
ago that he was interested in
“claims of potentially helpful information.” His email chain confirms
his intentions even though, in the
end, the information was merely a
pretext for the Russian lawyer to
push her own agenda related to the
impact of Western sanctions on
adoption of Russian children.
Trump Jr.’s interest in attaining
opposition research is nothing new.
Where was the outrage when
“Ukrainian government officials
tried to help Hillary Clinton and
undermine Trump,” according to
Politico? It was non-existent because Clinton is a darling of the
media, where the left and the right
are held to different standards.
In addition to offering opposition research, the meeting’s facilitator, a man who is connected to a
former Trump business associate,
references “Russia and its
government’s support for Mr.
Trump.” The media is of course
seizing on this as damning.
But why is this news breaking?
We knew as far back as 2015 that
Putin thought highly of a Trump
presidency. After all, he said during a December 2015 news conference, Trump “is an absolute leader

of the presidential race, as we see it
today. He says that he wants to
move to another level of relations,
to a deeper level of relations with
Russia. How can we not welcome
that? Of course we welcome it.”
We likewise know that several
foreign countries known for their
human rights violations — like
Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates, Qatar, Kuwait, Oman,
Brunei, and Algeria — donated
millions to the Clinton foundation,
and yet few publications construed
their “support” in a negative way.
Taken together, the micro story
of Donald Trump Jr. seeking opposition research — much like Clinton
allies did in their dealings with the
Ukrainian government — does
nothing in the way of proving the
macro allegation that the Trump
campaign coordinated with Russia
in hacking the DNC and releasing
Clinton’s illegally obtained emails.
The American people see
through this leftist-purveyed Russia conspiracy theory. That’s why a
full 56 percent want Congress and
the media to focus on real issues,
not Russia. If the left continues to
concoct Russian collusion evidence, they can fully expect for the
2018 congressional elections to
look a lot like the special elections
in Kansas, Montana, South Carolina, and Georgia — Republican
victory. Voters dismiss the salacious
in favor of solutions, and as of now,
the left have nothing besides an
evidence-free smear campaign.
*****
Kayleigh
McEnany
(@KayleighMcEnany) is a graduate of Harvard Law School. She
completed her undergraduate degree at Georgetown University’s
School of Foreign Service and studied politics at Oxford University.

citizenry, however, wants a broader
news agenda. A recent HarvardHarris poll shows well over half of
Americans want the media to move
on to cover other issues. In a sense,
the audience is telling reporters to
walk and chew gum at the same
time.
News consumers expect the
media to cover a range of issues
rather than ride hobby horses that
feed reporters’ own interests. Sadly,
as a Rasmussen Reports poll shows,
the public believes the media are
more intent in creating controversy
than informing the public about issues. No wonder media credibility
has declined so rapidly in the last
decade.
The investigation into Russia’s
meddling in American elections is,
indeed, newsworthy. The story
needs to be covered and followed
closely. The agenda setting issue,
however, is one of proportion. Networks can and should be able to
focus on multiple major issues in
the news cycle.
The major problem with the coverage of Russia has been that the
coverage has been characterized by
much speculation, but few hard
facts. Anonymous sources are often cited and stories often begin
with phrasing such as, “If proven...”
Further, most of the coverage refers
broadly to “meddling,” “interference,” and “collusion,” but with
little particular definition of how
those terms are operationalized or
how the election process was actually altered.
A key matter to consider is what
the news agenda might look like if
the broadcast networks broadened
their agenda-setting perspective. It
might not seem jazzy to network

producers, but all citizens use the
nation’s roads and bridges, and
those producers generally ignored
Trump’s recent discussions of infrastructure improvements. Tax reform, trade, and healthcare are also
kitchen table issues that have received insufficient attention in the
news agenda, but were apparently
critical at the ballot box.
News producers are always
looking for the hot button topics
that fuel ratings surges. They incorrectly conclude that issues important to the common man won’t win
ratings battles. The challenge is for
these producers to put infrastructure
improvements or tax reform or jobs
policies into a context that is understandable and viewable.
An old expression in the journalism industry encourages reporters
to “make the important story interesting.” Professional broadcasters
should be able to do that, and gather
ratings, if they are willing to look
beyond media feeding frenzies and
simple-minded harping on their
personal news priorities.
There is tremendous power in
setting a news agenda that provides
a conversation for democracy. Unfortunately, there is no magic equation for how it should be executed.
It would help, however, if media
decisions were made with the public interest in mind and an eye to
covering the many issues that affect a wide range of citizens. For
that to happen, news producers
cooped up in network towers need
to expend the effort to find out what
stories Americans really want and
need.
Jeffrey McCall (@Prof_McCall)
is a professor of communication at
DePauw University.

(Continued from Page 13)
record as an actual news person.
He’s always been a commentator,
a pundit, an editorialist. He has no
idea what he’s talking about.
And what does he or Newsweek
know about the Seth Rich case?
Have they done any reporting on
it? No.
Meanwhile, that’s just what
WND has done. And that apparently worries left-wing political
activists posing as journalists —
people like Nazaryan.
Maybe they should rename his

magazine Newsweak.
*****
Joseph Farah is founder, editor
and chief executive officer of WND.
He is the author or co-author of 13
books that have sold more than 5
million copies, including his latest,
“The Restitution of All Things: Israel, Christians, and the End of the
Age.” Before launching WND as
the first independent online news
outlet in 1997, he served as editor
in chief of major market dailies including the legendary Sacramento
Union.

Network news must end unhealthy
obsession with Trump and Russia
By Jeffrey McCall
The Hill Opinion Contributor
One of the most crucial functions of the news media is to establish the direction of the nation’s
conversation. The media’s priorities, theoretically, become the priorities of the public. This is what
media theorists refer to as agenda
setting. Ideally, this media-created
agenda should reflect the interests
and priorities of the citizenry. After
all, the free press was established
so that reporters could collectively
serve as surrogates of the public.
A recent study from the Media
Research Center, however, shows
that broadcast media are disconnected from viewers, pushing the
media’s own agenda more than representing the public’s interests.
MRC data show well over half of
all news coverage of the Trump ad-

ministration on the evening newscasts of ABC, CBS and NBC over
a five week period focused on the
probe of Russian influence in the
2016 election.
The big networks spent 353 minutes covering the Russia investigation, but, for example, only 29 minutes on terrorism. The networks

combined to spend only five minutes on the economy and jobs, and
only three minutes on Trump’s
plans to improve the nation’s infrastructure.
Such imbalance of coverage
would suggest the public is clamoring for wall-to-wall coverage of
Russia’s role in the election. The

(Continued from Page 11)
wing jurists. To some court watchers, Ginsburg’s 2016 political campaigning against Donald Trump
sounded like a judge or justice who
has stopped caring, that is, a justice
who expected to resign after Hillary
Clinton won the November presidential election.
She sounded like she was throwing caution to the wind, abandoning her judicial responsibility and
ethical requirements, and nakedly
campaigning against Donald Trump
in an ongoing partisan political

campaign. Instead, the justice decided to continue deciding the
nation’s fate after Trump won the
presidency.
Justice Ginsburg, at age 84,
should resign. But having openly
campaigned against Donald Trump,
at the very least she cannot sit in
judgment over cases that directly
implicate a) President Trump’s
agenda that he campaigned on and
b) his credibility, having already
announced that she does not believe
what he says. Concerned citizens
need to rally to join our effort, with

donations of both funds and effort
welcome. We need to tell the U.S.
Supreme Court’s members that the
appearance of bias is no longer acceptable in the public mood of today.
Learn more at the website
www.freedomwatchusa.org.
*****
Larry Klayman is a former Justice Department prosecutor and the
founder of Judicial Watch and Freedom Watch. His latest book is
“Whores: Why and How I Came to
Fight the Establishment.”

(Continued from Page 11)
an emergency, do you honestly
think you are?” Hage goes on to
ask, “You know nothing about me
from the size of my body... making
a quip like that after you’ve apologized makes you an extra a******
... are you a doctor? “That’s none
of your business,” the man, clearly
caught out adds. “My body is also
none of your business. Don’t ever
treat somebody like that again,”
Hage says before getting up and
leaving. You tell’em, Natalie.
After the story went viral, she
thanked her new followers and supporters who have shared comments
of congratulations for sticking up
for herself. She also noted that she
confronted the man yet again when
the plane landed. “I couldn’t NOT
speak up,” she wrote. “I’m so tired

of fat people being a social punching bag. I won’t stand for it. I hope
this dude learned something today.”
What Can We
Learn From This?
It’s unfortunate that Ms Hage
and almost everyone who is different is subjected to this type of abuse.
But it is a reality. Whether you are
White, Black, Asian, Native American, Tall, Short, Skinny, Fat, Christian, Jewish, Mormon, Atheist, or
anything else — you name it —
someone isn’t going to like you for
that (or some other) reason. I guess
you could confront every person
that discriminates against you or
your friends and family — but that
would be exhausting.
What I say is: “What other
people think of me is none of my
business.” And as Ricky Nelson
said in his song Garden Party, “You

can’t please everyone, you might as
well please yourself.” Far be it from
me to foment controversy, chaos or
anarchy (contrary to popular belief); I know that Jesus said to turn
the other cheek, but I know what
cheek I would like to turn.
I also know I would love to beat
the living crap out of jerks like that,
but I’m older, wiser and mellower
(although still not politically correct), so I just vent, in person, by
texts, by email and on the printed
page. It may not work for everyone,
but it works for me!
For more information regarding
Nevada laws, or if you feel your
rights have been violated, please
call Mace Yampolsky & Associates.
Call or text us at (702) 385-9777.
We are available 24/7 for emergencies. If you need help, CALL NOW
before it is too late. We can help!

Klayman

Mace

Farah
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YouTube Producer/Magician Murray SawChuck and his YouTube partner Seth Leach receiving their 100,000 Subscriptions Award in Los Angeles.

Murray SawChuck received a YouTube
award for amazing 100,000 subscribers
By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Gabe Ginsburg
“America’s Got Talent” Murray
SawChuck, Celebrity Magician,
usually amazes his audience in the
Sin City Showroom at the Planet
Hollywood Hotel Las Vegas and on
tours around the world but there’s
so much more.
Being a successful magician
isn’t enough, Murray is always
seeking something extra in his life
to fill his mind and his time.
This milestone of the 100,000
subscriber Silver Creator award, another emblem of his success, brings
the satisfaction that he succeeded
in what seemed like an impossible
task for a beginner. Murray’s
weekly videos not only went viral
but scored a total of over 150,000
subscribers after his first 100,000
were announced on January 2017,
in only 14 months! The next awards
are for 1 million, a Gold Plaque and
10 Million, a Diamond Plaque.
Now Murray has another title,
YouTube producer when he joined
with the famous internet viral expert Seth Leach as his YouTube
partner. Every week Murray and
Seth produced a video about magic,
how-to-do-it, and even funny videos.
His first viral video hit over 27
million views and all of his other
videos over 1 million views.
Murray traveled to Los Angeles to
receive his YouTube award.
Murray is a regular guest star on
History Channel’s “Pawn Stars” as
a Magic Expert. He has also been
featured on over 20 Reality shows
from America’s Got Talent, Pawn
Stars, CW’s Masters of Illusion,
SYFY’s Wizard Wars, VH1’s
Celebracadabra, TLC’s 4 Houses

Murray’s Assistant/Dancer April Leopardi (left), YouTube Producer/Celebrity Magician Murray
SawChuck, (middle) and Slight of Hand Artist Douglas “Lefty” Leferovich (Right) along the
Red Carpet during Murray’s event in the Cabaret Lounge, at Planet Hollywood.

Comedian/Film Star Louie Anderson on the Red Carpet

Invitation to Murray’s recent event.

and What Not to Wear, Reelz Extreme Escapes, PopTV’s Don’t
Blink, Master Chef, Top Gear,
Hallmark’s Home & Family, Nat
Geo’s Brain Games, and many,
many more!
Murray has won over 32 awards
for his performances nationally and
internationally and received the title
of “World Champion.” He has delighted audiences in theaters from
Monaco and Paris to Las Vegas and
the legendary Playboy Mansion.
Recently he was honored with four
awards, The Hollywood FAME
Award for contribution to Magic on
TV, the LA Comedy Award for
BEST COMEDY SHOW, TOP 100
Business Men of Nevada and 100
Most Distinguished Men of Nevada.
Murray SawChuck’s show appears at the Sin City Theater, in
Planet Hollywood, on Las Vegas
Boulevard South, at 4 p.m. This is
an audience-participation show for
the whole family.
*****
Award-winning syndicated columnist Sandy Zimmerman is a
Show and Dining Reviewer as well
as travel, health, luxury and more.
Sandy is talk show host Sandy
Zimmerman’s Las Vegas TV. If you
wish information, have questions
about any of Sandy’s articles, wish
to recommend subjects, call (702)731-6491 or email Sandy at
www.sandyzimm2003@yahoo.com.
SUGGESTIONS: Do you have a
fave comedian, singer, musician,
hypnotist, ventriloquist, specialty
act, production show or any other
type of entertainer? Let Sandy know
your fave, the reasons for your
choice, your name/ email and your
entry is chosen, you may win free
tickets to a show or another prize.
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Magical Murray awarded YouTube’s
Silver Plaque for 100,000 subscribers
dressing, homemade apple-smoked
bacon and red onion
Beef carpaccio — Parmesano
reggiano, wild arugula, crispy capers and roasted garlic emulsion

This Week
in Las Vegas
By Mike Kermani

By Mike Kermani
Las Vegas Tribune
Murray The Magician who also
just signed another year contract
with Caesars Entertainment/Planet
Hollywood had over 175 people
turn up to wish him and his
YouTube business partner Seth
Leach congrats on his YouTube
100,000 Silver Creator Award this
week. The silver plaque is given to
YouTube creators that get over
100,000 subscribers which is a huge
feat as you have to consistently create new content weekly and create
a fan following almost like a regular TV Station. The next awards are
for 1 million which is a Gold Plaque
and 10 Million which is a Diamond
Plaque.
Louie Anderson, JD Scott (The
Property Brothers), Dennis Roady
(YouTube Star /Natural Born
Pranksters - LionGate Movie) and
Irwin ‘The General’ (Tanked) was
there along with many other celebrities to wish Murray well!
Murray states, “I am humbled
and honored by this award as we
accomplished this in just over a year
of starting our YouTube Channel.
The response to our videos has been
overwhelming!”
Follow Murray’s YouTube at
www.youtube.com/magicmurray
*****
QUEEN OF THE NIGHT:
REMEMBERING
WHITNEY HOUSTON
Queen of the Night! Remembering Whitney Houston’ Starring
Trina Johnson-Finn appeared at the
Access Showroom. Such an event,
a tribute to Whitney Houston highlights her life and golden voice.
“Queen of the Night! Remembering Whitney Houston,” starring
multi-talented songstress Trina
Johnson-Finn, brought Whitney
Houston’s timeless hits to life at

Access Showroom.
Audiences enjoyed Trina’s spectacular performance and exceptional renditions of Houston’s most
iconic classics, including “I’m Every Woman,” “Queen of the Night,”
“How Will I Know,” “I Will Always Love You,” “I Have Nothing,” “My Name Is Not Susan” and
“I Wanna Dance With Somebody.”
This event appeared at the Access Showroom, Aliante Casino +
Hotel + Spa, 7300 N. Aliante Parkway, North Las Vegas.
*****
SAVOR THE SEASON
WITH THE NEW SUMMER
TRIO DINNER MENU AT
DELMONICO STEAKHOUSE
Delmonico Steakhouse has released its Summer Trio menu, featuring Delmonico favorites and
seasonal suggestions by Chef de
Cuisine Ronnie Rainwater. Offering guests the opportunity to enjoy
the Wine Spectator Grand Awardwinning restaurant at a value-oriented prix fixe, this year’s menu
includes five appetizer options,
four entrees, and three in-house
made desserts. The popular chefselected seasonal menu will be
available during dinner only, Sunday through Thursday nights, from
July 1 through Aug. 31 for $75 per
person (plus tax and gratuities).
The Summer Trio Menu includes:
First Course (Choice of one)
Traditional New Orleans gumbo
— Shrimp and andouille sausage
Potato parmesan soup — La
Quercia prosciutto and fresh chives
Organic baby mixed greens
salad — Creole spiced croutons,
sherry vinaigrette, shaved
manchego cheese, teardrop tomatoes and red onion
Petite iceberg lettuce wedge —
Wisconsin buttermilk blue cheese

Second Course (Choice of one)
Emeril’s BBQ salmon — Potato
and andouille sausage hash, spicy
onion crust and homemade
Worcestershire
Buttermilk fried young chicken
— Corn waffle, warm black-eye
pea salad and spicy Creole tomato
glaze
Dry-aged petite ribeye — Fingerling potatoes, bourbon onions
and chimichurri sauce
Mushroom crusted petite filet
medallions — Mushroom and
panko bread crumb crusted, with
apple-smoked bacon, homemade
worcestershire sauce and parmesan
cheese
Third Course (Choice of one)
Caramel butter cake — Vanilla
double cream
Banana cream pie parfait —
Caramel sauce, chocolate shavings,
whipped cream and graham cracker
crumbs
Pecan pie — Oatmeal
shortbread crust, vanilla ice cream
and caramel sauce
Delmonico will also offer wine
pairing options from Sommelier
Dylan Amos, as well as new seasonal cocktails created by Lead
Bartender Lillian Hargrove.
Delmonico Steakhouse is located at The Venetian Las Vegas
and open daily for lunch 11:30 a.m.2 p.m. and dinner on Sunday
through Thursday 5-10 p.m. and
Friday and Saturday from 5-10:30
p.m. For reservations, please call
702.414.3737
or
visit
emerilsrestaurants.com/delmonicosteakhouse.
*****
JULY HIGHLIGHTS:
COOL DOWN THIS SUMMER
AT B&B HOSPITALITY
GROUP RESTAURANTS
IN THE VENETIAN,
PALAZZO LAS VEGAS
The fresh flavors of summer
await at B&B Hospitality Group’s
four Las Vegas restaurants in The
Venetian and Palazzo Las Vegas:
Carnevino Italian Steakhouse,
OTTO Enoteca e Pizzeria, B&B

Burger & Beer and B&B
Ristorante.
B&B BURGER & BEER
AT THE VENETIAN
The grilled veggie stack ($14) at
B&B Burger & Beer is filled with
a medley of fresh vegetables including zucchini, yellow summer
squash, crispy fried green tomatoes
and a balsamic marinated
portobello mushroom. The veggies
are served on a honey wheat roll
spread with basil mayonnaise.
CARNEVINO ITALIAN
STEAKHOUSE
AT PALAZZO LAS VEGAS
Carnevino Italian Steakhouse is
known for its 90- to 120-day dryaged steaks. For a lighter take, try
the Tagliata di Manzo ($18), which
is chilled, thinly sliced beef served
with arugula and Parmigiano
cheese, or Carnevino’s signature
carne cruda ($23), steak tartare
chopped to order and served with
paper-thin sliced mushrooms.
B&B RISTORANTE
AT THE VENETIAN
At B&B Ristorante, check out
the house-made gelati and sorbet
($12) from Pastry Chef Jessica
Antonaccio. Seasonal flavors include local apricot and peach
sorbet, while house favorites include the popular sweet and savory
olive oil gelato.
OTTO ENOTECA E PIZZERIA
AT THE GRAND CANAL
SHOPPES AT THE VENETIAN
The corn pizza ($21) at OTTO
Enoteca e Pizzeria is a mixture of
sweet, summer-charred corn, fresh

mozzarella, ripe cherry tomato and
green onion. Only available during
select months of the year, the corn
pizza is not to be missed this summer.
*****
ACCESS SHOWROOM
ALIENTE DATES ARTISTS
SHOWTIMES TICKETS
July 14 All Star Friday Nights:
Next Movement 9 p.m. $10 Cover.
July 21 All Star Friday Nights:
Sons of Soul 9 p.m. $10 Cover.

July 22 Vicki Lawrence and
Mama: A Two-Woman Show 8 p.m.
From $25 July 28 All Star Friday
Nights: In-A-Fect 9 p.m. $10
Cover. Prices do not include taxes
and fees.
Advance booth reservations are
available by calling 702-692-7777.
Lux Booths (limit 10 people) $100.
Banquettes (limit 4 people) $50.
*****
Mike Kermani is an entertainment writer for the Las Vegas Tribune newspaper. He writes a weekly
column in this newspaper. To contact Mike Kermani, email
mkermani@ lasvegas tribune.com
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Steve Martin and Martin Short
add two shows at the Colosseum

By Jerry Fink
Due to demand, Steve Martin
and Martin Short have added two
new 2017 dates of their hilarious
show “An Evening You Will Forget For The Rest Of Your Lives featuring the Steep Canyon Rangers
and Jeff Babko” at The Colosseum
at Caesars Palace.
Tickets for the two new shows
scheduled Friday, Aug. 25 and Sunday, Oct. 29 are now on sale.
The performances are presented
jointly by AEG Live and Caesars
Entertainment.
The two new shows are:
Friday, Aug. 25
Sunday, Oct. 29
Tickets may be purchased in
person at The Colosseum at Caesars
Palace Box office, by calling 866320-9763 or online by visiting
thecolosseum.com or axs.com.
Ticket prices are $175/$100/
$79.95/$49.95 (prices include 9
percent Live Entertainment Tax).
Orders are subject to additional
service charges and fees. For
groups of 10 or more, call 866-5743851.
Showtime for all performances
is 7:30 p.m.
Audiences can expect an
evening of nonstop laughs as the
duo recall their iconic careers, creative influences and most memorable encounters, uniquely presented though a blend of stand-up,
musical numbers and conversations
about their lives in show business.
Steve Martin began his career on
“The Smothers Brothers Comedy
Hour” (1967-1969), for which he
earned his first Emmy Award for
Outstanding Writing Achievement
in Comedy, Variety or Music in
1969.
In the mid-1970s, Martin shone
as a stand-up on “The Tonight
Show Starring Johnny Carson” and
NBC’s “Saturday Night Live.”
Martin’s films are widely popular successes and are the kind of
movies that are viewed again and
again: The Jerk (1979), Planes,
Trains & Automobiles (1987),
Roxanne (1987), Parenthood
(1989), L.A. Story (1991), Father
of the Bride (1991), and Bowfinger
(1999).
As an author, Martin’s work includes the novel An Object of
Beauty; the play Picasso at the
Lapin Agile; a collection of comic
pieces, Pure Drivel; a bestselling
novella, Shopgirl; and his memoir,
Born Standing Up. His writing has
also appeared in The New Yorker.
Martin is an accomplished,
Grammy Award-winning, boundary-pushing bluegrass banjoist and
composer who has won three
Grammys for performing and composing. He has earned numerous
honors including an Academy
Award, five Grammy Awards, an
Emmy Award, the Mark Twain
Prize, and the Kennedy Center
Honor.
Martin and Edie Brickell’s musical Bright Star premiered at The
Old Globe in 2014, played a limited engagement at The Kennedy
Center, and received acclaim in its
Broadway run at the Cort Theatre.
In addition to five Tony Award
nominations, Bright Star received
Outstanding New Broadway Musical and Outstanding New Score at
the Outer Critics Circle Awards.
Martin’s Meteor Shower made its
world premiere at the Globe in
2016.
Martin Short is a beloved comedian and actor, whose career spans
television, film and theater. Since

his breakout performances on
NBC’s ‘Saturday Night Live’,
Short has become a household
name with roles in feature films
including the science fiction comedy Innerspace, Three Amigos, and
as the quirky wedding planner,
Franck Eggelhoffer, in the Father
of the Bride series.
He has also delighted audiences
in Broadway performances including his 2006 revue Martin Short:
Fame Becomes Me and the 1998
revival of Neil Simon’s Little Me.
Short has earned two Emmy awards
for his writing in ‘SCTV Network
90’, as well as his involvement in
the 2014 ‘AFI Life Achievement
Award: A Tribute to Mel Brooks.’
He is also recognized for his performances in several television series, including ‘Damages’,
‘Primetime Glick’, ‘Merlin’ and
‘SCTV Network 90.’
Short also starred opposite Maya
Rudolph in NBC’s comedy show
‘Maya & Marty’ that ran this summer.
Audiences can expect an
evening of nonstop laughs as the
duo recall their iconic careers, creative influences and most memorable encounters, uniquely presented though a blend of stand-up,
musical numbers and conversations
about their lives in show business.
*****
NEON MUSEUM TO HOST
POP-UP HOT YOGA SESSIONS IN THE BONEYARD
As desert temperatures push the
mercury upward this summer, the
Neon Museum will again offer hot
yoga sessions in its outdoor Neon
Boneyard.
Taught by Certified Instructor
Eileen Lorraine, the one-hour sessions will take place on four
Wednesdays beginning at 5:30
p.m.: July 19, August 2, August 16
and August 30.
Lorraine’s class is appropriate
for everyone from beginners to advanced yogis and will consist of a
60-minute flowing vinyasa session
set to vintage Las Vegas-inspired
beats.
“Yoga at the Neon Museum offers the perfect blend of nostalgia
and what’s new,” explained
Lorraine. “We will expand our
minds and body by practicing in this
unexpected environment surrounded by Las Vegas’ most recognizable art form — it will be a satisfying cocktail of external stimulation and internal meditation and
movement.”
Each class will be held in the
shaded portion of the Neon
Boneyard, but temperatures are expected to soar to 100 degrees or
higher. Participants should bring
plenty of water and their own yoga
mat, towel and any additional yoga
equipment they require. The Neon
Museum does not have any yoga
gear to lend for these sessions.
Yoga at the Neon Museum
Boneyard is restricted to participants 18 years of age or older or
children accompanied by an adult
guardian.
Yoga sessions are $18 for the
general public and $13 for Neon
Museum members. To make a reservation,
visit
www.neonmuseum.org/happenings
or call (702) 387-6366.
ABOUT THE NEON MUSEUM
Founded in 1996, the Neon Museum is a non-profit 501(c)3 organization dedicated to collecting,
preserving, studying and exhibiting
iconic Las Vegas signs for educational, historic, arts and cultural

enrichment. It has been named
“Best Museum” by Las Vegas
Weekly, one of “Sin City’s Best
Retro Sites” by MSN, “No. 1 Las
Vegas Museum Sure to Entertain
and Educate” by USAToday’s
10best.com, “One of the Top 10

Coolest Things You Didn’t Know
You Could Do” by Forbes.com, one
of the “Top 10 Historic Spots in Las
Vegas” by Vegas.com; one of “15
Most Fascinating Museums in the
U.S.” by VacationIdea.com; and
earns a consistent 4.5 out of 5 rating on TripAdvisor.
On its 2.27-acre campus, the
Neon Museum houses an outdoor
exhibition space known as the
Neon Boneyard (“boneyard” is traditionally the name for an area
where items no longer in use are
stored); the North Gallery, used
mainly for education programs and
special events; the new Boulevard
Gallery outdoor exhibit and event
space; and its visitors’ center,
housed inside the former La Concha Motel lobby.

The museum collection also includes nine restored signs installed
as public art throughout downtown
Las Vegas and one restored sign on
view at the outdoor Fashion Show
Plaza on the Las Vegas Strip. Public education, outreach, research,
archival preservation and a grantfunded neon sign survey represent
a selection of the museum’s ongoing projects. Both the Neon
Boneyard and the La Concha Visitors’ Center are located at 770 Las
Vegas Blvd. North in Las Vegas.
For tour schedules and pricing information, visit neonmuseum.org.
Jerry Fink is an entertainment
columnist for the Las Vegas Tribune
newspaper and writes a weekly column. To contact Fink, email him at
jfink@ lasvegastribune.com.
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El Dorado Cantina & Restaurant’s Three-Year Anniversary Cake.

El Dorado Cantina & Restaurant’s Ice Sculpture.

El Dorado Cantina celebrates
their third anniversary
By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Sandy Zimmerman
I received an invitation to attend the El
Dorado Cantina & Restaurant’s Three Year,
TRES AÑOS anniversary celebration. It
seems like yesterday when I was at El
Dorado’s opening event and was thrilled to
return to their large comfortable booths and
the great menu.
And what a party! Guests and balloons
filled every booth, table, the bar and even the
banquet room.
The atmosphere was in the tradition of a
Mexican fiesta even adding an authentic live
mariachi band with six musicians. They
strolled around the restaurant serenading each
table then joined together for a chorus of several traditional Mexican musical favorites.
The evening reminded me of my trips to
Mexico and the fun of dining in their restaurants. Just walk into the El Dorado and you
will see what I mean.
Guests were served seemingly never ending trays of some of the most delicious signature Mexican dishes and plenty of

Margaritas. I enjoy these parties because it’s
a great chance to taste several specialties for
the first time.
You can count of the El Dorado for healthy
food with their special sustainably-raised

El Dorado Cantina & Restaurant celebrates their third anniversary.

products which they describe all of their beef,
chicken, pork, shrimp, and fish originate
from carefully-selected farms in the U.S. and
are free from antibiotics, pesticides, and steroids.
SunFed Ranch Natural Grass Fed cattle
are raised on traditional, family ranches and
are never administered antibiotics or hormones. SunFed Ranch goes beyond the requirements of most natural programs to uphold their commitment to providing natural
grass fed and grass finished beef without cutting corners.
Portico Simply provides raw seafood
products with no additives. All shrimp, scallops, mahi-mahi, tilapia, and salmon are of
the highest quality and pass through strict
quality assurance to guarantee the freshest
products.
The El Dorado offers a great selection of
Mexican entrees: Carne Asada, Pulled
Chicken, Carnitas, Al Pastor, Signature
Tacos, Cactus, Short Ribs, Chile Verde Pork,
Grilled Mahi, Octopus & Chorizo, Lettuce
Wraps, Salmon and Langostino, fajitas platters, burgers, breakfasts and MORE - they

haven’t forgotten anything.
This would be a great place for a party,
celebration or meetings of up to 50 people!
You can probably arrange for a Mariachi
musician or all 6 of their group.
The El Dorado Cantina & Restaurant are
located on 3025 Sammy Davis, Jr, Drive,
behind the Circus Circus, Industrial Road
becomes Sammy Davis, Jr., Drive. Open 24
hours. Call: 702-722-2289 or visit
ELDORADOVEGAS.COM
Award-winning syndicated columnist
Sandy Zimmerman is a Show and Dining
Reviewer as well as travel, health, luxury and
more. Sandy is talk show host of Sandy
Zimmerman’s Las Vegas TV. If you wish information, have questions about any of
Sandy’s articles, wish to recommend subjects,
call
(702)-731-6491
or
email
www.sandyzimm2003@yahoo.com. SUGGESTIONS: Do you have a fave comedian,
singer, musician, hypnotist, ventriloquist,
specialty act, production show or any other
entertainer? Let Sandy know your fave, the
reasons for your choice, your name/ email
and you may win a prize.

Mike Monohan

CITY BEAT
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D Las Vegas is the official Downtown
casino of the Vegas Golden Knights

The Vegas Golden Knights —
the National Hockey League’s
newest franchise — broke the ice
by announcing the D Las Vegas as
its official Downtown Las Vegas
(DTLV) casino partner. This sixyear exclusive sponsorship deal
will entail exciting activations and
events for fans in DTLV when the
Vegas Golden Knights kick off
their inaugural season this fall.
Details about the partnership
were unveiled during a press conference on Third Street Stage in the
Fremont Street Experience, featuring the D Las Vegas’ CEO Derek
Stevens,
Mayor
Carolyn
Goodman, Vegas Golden Knights
President Kerry Bubolz and Coach
Gerard Gallant. It included the following elements:
—Annual Fan Fest in Downtown Las Vegas in the off-season
—Special watch parties at the
D for every Vegas Golden Knights
game
—Player appearances at the
property
—Official merchandise pop-up
shop at the D
—Game tickets for purchase at
concierge
—the D Las Vegas zamboni
wrap at Vegas Golden Knights’
Summerlin training facility
In addition, Stevens announced
that the D Las Vegas will make a
$100K donation to jumpstart the
Vegas Golden Knights Foundation.
“Coming from Detroit, which is
a true Hockeytown, I’ve had the
opportunity to see how Mike Ilitch
with Little Caesars Arena, and Pete
Karmanos with Compuware AAA
Hockey have impacted the community and youth sports,” said
Stevens. “I am hoping to bring the
same spirit to Las Vegas.”
Over the last decade, Mayor
Goodman and her husband, former
mayor Oscar Goodman, have been
key advocates for hockey to come
to Las Vegas. She was delighted to
be a part of the day’s festivities.
Mayor Goodman said, “There
have been many investors in my
time in Las Vegas, but there has
never been anyone quite like Derek
Stevens. Every time he commits to
doing something, he does it
quickly and wholeheartedly. His
six-year agreement with the Vegas
Golden Knights is such an honor
for this community, and we’re so
thrilled to have the team in our
city.”
The press conference took place
a week ahead of the NHL Expansion Draft on June 21. President
Bubolz also had a few words on
what the sponsorship would mean
to the team once the season begins
in exactly 114 days.
“We’re very excited for this
partnership with Derek and the D
Las Vegas. Every time I hear him
speak about Downtown Las Vegas,

I get more and more excited about
working with this part of the city.”
As a special treat, Brian Blessing, host of Sportsbook Radio, conducted a special interview with
Coach Gallant on what to expect
from the new staff and players.
In true Derek Stevens fashion,
the ceremony concluded with the
hotel CEO surprising Bubolz and
Coach Gallant with matching signature blazers, designed with both
company logos and personalized
names on the back to replicate a
hockey jersey.
Fans will be able to get in on the
hockey action this fall at T-Mobile
Arena. Follow @theDLasVegas for
future partnership updates.
*****
Lost Games Escape Rooms
officially opened,
just minutes from the
Las Vegas Strip
While the escape room trend has
been rapidly growing throughout
the nation in the past few years, Las
Vegas has been slowly trailing behind until now. Previously, Las
Vegans only had five escape room
companies and 16 game rooms to
choose from. Just in the past year,
these numbers more than doubled
with 14 companies and 45 game
rooms to choose from.
Now that quantity is not an issue anymore, let’s talk about quality. First off — what is an escape
room? Some of you are probably
still scratching your head. An escape room is a live-action adventure game in which you and a group
of friends are physically locked into
a room. Using the tools and clues
given to you (and your wits), you
must solve the puzzles and riddles
throughout the room to ‘escape’ it
in the allotted time. To create this
game, all you need is four walls, a
door, and several padlocks; or a
least that’s how it was done in 2014.
In 2017, we are seeing more exciting elements in these rooms —
from technology based puzzles to
theatrical set decorations to secret
crawl spaces. That is where our new
friends come in!
Lost Games Escape Rooms is
proud to offer a fully-immersive experience with a unified story line
in each room that unravels as you
undergo the game, chapter by chapter.
“What we love about these
games is how different the experience is than any other forms of entertainment,” said Lillian Chen,
owner of Lost Games. “Actually
being in a movie versus just watching it; that’s what it feels like to us
and that’s what we strive to show
others. More than that, the experience gives you a great opportunity
to bond with your friends and families and showcase your wits. Solving puzzles is very rewarding and
so much fun!”

They’ve worked hard to make
sure you and your friends will feel
as if you’ve actually left the real
world and stepped into theirs. With
their whole space fully themed out
to resemble an insane asylum, they
are nothing short of entertaining. It
will be a great idea for dates, birthdays, family-time, bachelor(ette)
parties, or just nights out with
friends/co-workers.
Their first game room, “Chapter 1: The Doctor’s Secret” is now
officially open and accepting bookings. Are you up for the challenge?
*****
RTC’s sizzling summer
bike share deal:
Half-off 24-hour passes
The Regional Transportation
Commission of Southern Nevada
(RTC) is offering a sizzling promotion this summer with 24-hour bike
share passes for only $4, a 50-percent discount. Through Labor Day
tourists and locals can enjoy unlimited 30-minute rides for 24 hours
directly from a bike share kiosk.
Currently, 24-hour passes are
available only online for $8, currently, riders can extend their time
in the sun with 24-hour passes di-

rectly from any of the 21 station
kiosks in downtown Las Vegas for
the discounted price.
Single-ride passes will not be
available during the summer promotion but instead will be replaced
with the 24-hour pass for the same
price, providing added value to the
bike share rider.
With more than a thousand trips
being logged each month, RTC
Bike Share is a popular choice for
locals and visitors. This promotion
provides an additional benefit to
current riders and incentivizes new
users during the summer months.
For more information on RTC
Bike
Share,
visit
bikeshare.rtcsnv.com and download
the BCycle app in the App Store and
Google Play.
*****
Henderson Pavilion will
celebrate 15th anniversary
this September
The Henderson Pavilion will
celebrate a milestone this fall. The
outdoor amphitheater, located at
200 S. Green Valley Pkwy., turns
15 years old in September. To commemorate the anniversary, the
venue will host a special $15 concert by Greensky Bluegrass on Sept.
15, as part of the 15th anniversary
season. Tickets to the show are on
sale now at cityofhenderson.com.
“We could not be more excited
for this milestone and for our 15th
anniversary concert featuring
Greensky Bluegrass,” said Nick
McLemore, Recreation Services
Manager for the City of Henderson
Public Works, Parks and Recreation
Department. “For almost two decades, we have been able to provide
a variety of musical and cultural
entertainment options at the
Henderson Pavilion for our residents. We look forward to continuing to offer fun and diverse events
that people of all ages can enjoy for
years to come.”
The 15th anniversary season will
feature a lineup of diverse musical
talent. In addition to the Greensky
Bluegrass performance, the sched-

ule also includes Hairball, a celebration of arena rock, on Sept. 8;
season opener for the Henderson
Symphony Orchestra on Sept. 16;
Get the Led Out, the American Led
Zeppelin, on Oct. 7; Grammy
Award-winning trio Wilson Phillips
on Oct. 13; and Henderson Symphony Orchestra on Oct. 20. Ticket
prices vary for each show.
The Henderson Pavilion opened
its doors the weekend of Sept. 27,
2002, and over the past 15 years,
an impressive lineup of who’s who
and rising stars have graced the
stage. Pop-rock sensation R5 sold
out the venue twice, so did “Weird
Al” Yankovic and Casting Crowns.
Legends like Kenny Rogers, Vince
Neil and Salt-N-Pepa have also performed at the Henderson Pavilion,
along with Kellie Pickler and Scotty
McCreery, both American Idol
stars, and up-and-coming boy band
Los 5.
In addition to concerts, the performing arts facility has hosted a
number of musicals, presidential
rallies, college graduations, sporting events and festivals. Most recently, the Henderson Pavilion was
the place where the underwater
world of Disney’s The Little Mermaid made a splash. It is also where
Dorothy found out “there was no
place like home” in The Wizard of
Oz and where champions were
crowned at several world championship triathlons.
Other noteworthy entertainers
who have performed at the
Henderson Pavilion over the years
include Smash Mouth, Great Russian Ballet, Paramore, Sugar Ray,
Kenny “Babyface” Edmonds,
Blues Traveler, Belinda Carlisle,
Imagination Movers and Gin Blossoms. The facility is also home to
the Henderson Symphony Orchestra, which will not only present two
performances as part of the venue’s
15th anniversary, but will also introduce a more pops-oriented repertoire as this fall marks the
symphony’s 31st anniversary season.
More information about the
Henderson Pavilion is available
online.
Tickets to the 15th anniversary
season will be available for purchase
online
at
cityofhenderson.com, by phone at
702-267-4TIX (4849) or in person
at the Henderson Pavilion Box Office between 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesday through Friday.
For more information, visit
cityofhenderson.com. Follow us on
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
*****
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Five ways you may be killing employee morale

By Doug Dickerson
A leader is best when people
barely know he exists. When his
work is done, his aim fulfilled, they
will say: we did it ourselves. — Lao
Tzu
In an Entrepreneur magazine
article last year, the question was
posed to numerous people on the
topic of what makes a great leader.
In a word, here are a few of the responses: focus, confidence, transparency, integrity, inspiration, passion, patience, and generosity, to
name a few.
Possessing all of the twenty-two
qualities listed in the article might
be a stretch for most of us. But it is
worth considering. Pause, if you
will for a moment, and internalize
this question: What makes you a
great leader? What thoughts, words,
or reactions come to mind? Perhaps
you’ve never looked at yourself as
a leader, much less a great one.
Would your answers change if I
substituted the word “strong” for
“great”? I tend to reserve the “great
leader” distinction for people like
Jesus, Winston Churchill, Martin
Luther King, Jr., or in my case, Mrs.

DOUG DICKERSON
Montgomery, my 6th-grade teacher
who survived having me as a student.
For now, I will reserve attaining
the greatness status for another
time, and focus on characteristics
of developing strong leadership
skills. I want to put it in context,
and also put it within our reach.
Here are six things I think about
when I consider strong leadership.
A strong leader focuses
on his responsibilities,
not his rights
This is a trap many leaders fall

into. They think with their title
come certain rights — failing to see
that in true leadership it’s just the
opposite. A strong leader focuses
more on his or her responsibilities
which will increase and less on his
rights which will decrease. Until
you understand this basic leadership
principle you will never be a strong
leader.
A strong leader gives away
power, doesn’t hoard it
With leadership comes a certain
degree of power. But your responsibility as a leader is not to be on a
“power trip”, abusing it and making everyone else miserable. With
the power comes responsibility and
a certain amount of humility is in
order. The strong leader is secure
enough not to hoard power and is
willing to give it away.
A strong leader concedes
the spotlight by
putting others in it
How often have you seen leaders seek the limelight, take credit
for the good that is accomplished,
and throw others under the bus
when things go wrong? A strong
leader is just the opposite. He takes

BEHIND THE MIKE

Who is lying the least?

By Michael Aun
I was recently surfing the various Cable News Networks just to
see the individual take that each had
on the latest nonsense unfolding in
Washington, DC. There is no question in my mind that there is an
abundance of “fake news” on both
sides of the aisle in the capital, evidenced by the media.
It reminded me of the time I once
had the privilege of serving as a
Jury Foreman. I will never forget
the Judge’s charge to the jury:
“Your job today is to determine who
is lying the least?”
That is what you get with CNN
or Fox News. Both are slanted in
the direction the network wants
them to report. When did objective
reporting take on the cloak of partisan politics? There should be a
disclaimer on the screen that warns
you that you might get brain cancer from watching.
As an opinion columnist, I get
to spew all kinds of nonsense each
week. After 43 years of my wife
Christine putting up with me, I get
away with some of the bull I shovel
under the pretense there is some entertainment value. My bride would
disagree. Fortunately for me there
is no truth meter in the Aun household.
Your feelings about Donald
Trump notwithstanding... can you
really call any of this “objectivity?”
Perhaps if CNN would occasionally
throw the Donald a bone then they
might have some modicum of legitimacy... but not in my lifetime.
And if Fox would call Trump out
more often, maybe it could be seen
as a network that is not a little right
side of Genghis Khan. As they say
in NASCAR “It is what it is.” At
least I can count on the rednecks
on the oval to say something I occasionally understand.
Fox News usually has liberal

MICHAEL A. AUN

yahoos with funny hair that occasionally show up to lay the blame
on the Russians for Hillary getting
the short end of a crappy stick in
November. Give Fox some cred for
making an effort, lame though it
may be.
Perhaps the Judge had it right.
We as viewers need to determine
“Who is lying the least?” Discern
or tune in to the Three Stooges,
which is at least entertaining if not
more factual than NBC, CBS, ABC
or the Clinton News Network. Forget about MSNBC... they sold out
a long time ago.
I don’t expect this week’s blab
to change reader’s minds. I realize
that I am completely full of it... but
I own my sarcasm. What I do not

like about the rest of the “media” is
that they will never own theirs.
Most of the media manufacture
“fake news” with imaginary
sources... just to tick you off. Why?
So you will tune in again to get peed
off even more the next time. None
of them could withstand a legitimate fact check.
The White House reporters are
another lot that need to be lined up
and shot. Why? They are intent on
loading all their questions just to
solicit answers in which Sean
Spicer will be boxed in, all under
the so called pretense that the public has a right to know.
Yes the public does, but it took
Spicer about six months to learn
that the answer to a loaded question is to not proffer an answer at
all, one way or the other. As my
brother Andy and his colleagues in
the legal profession would say,
never ask a question for which you
do not know the answer.
We should all ask... “Who is lying the least?” Even then you will
never know the full truth because
truth is rarely what the conventional
media is actually seeking.
*****
Michael Aun is a syndicated columnist and writes a weekly column
for this newspaper. To contact
Michael Aun, email him at
maun@lasvegastribune.com.

An outreach
program to help
the homeless to
help themselves.
CHAPLAINSTEVENSTJOHN.COM

a little less than his share of the
credit when things go well, and
takes on more blame when things
go wrong. A strong leader is willing to take a step back and put others in the spotlight and let his people
shine.
A strong leader grows more
leaders, not more followers
A strong leader is not one who
is focused on growing more followers. His focus is on growing more
leaders. This is, and will always be,
the tipping point for strong leaders.
Your success as a leader is not found
in adding more followers, it’s found
the multiplication of growing more
leaders. Do the math and think
multiplication, not addition.
A strong leader creates
margins for his people,
not barriers
Every strong leader understands
that raising up leaders is a process.
It doesn’t come naturally for everyone. And along the way, there are
learning curves that must be taken
into account. A strong leader will
make room for growth and mis-

takes, and remove barriers that prevent that growth from happening.
A strong leader will give
up the good in order
to attain the great
One of the strongest challenges
you will face in leadership is learning how to say no to the good in
order to have the great. Many good
ideas, opportunities, and invitations
will compete for your time and energy. But you, as a strong leader,
must differentiate between what is
simply a good opportunity and see
how it aligns with your values, vision, and goals. If those good things
do not move you in the direction of
the great then you should let them
go.
These six things I’ve listed are
but a starting point. They are markers on the path to strong leadership.
What would you add to the list?
*****
Doug Dickerson is a syndicated
columnist. He writes a weekly column for this newspaper. To contact
Doug Dickerson, email him at
ddickerson@ lasvegastribune.com.

Sundays from 12.30 to 2 p.m.
Please call 702-706-6875 for information
and directions to the study group
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SOCIAL SECURITY AWARENESS

Make sure you put your financial plan in
writing, include each of these components
By Jeff Brown
Whether it’s losing weight, running a marathon or getting an education, most people do best with a
clear goal and timetable. That goes
for financial planning, too —
whether you’re planning for college, a new home or retirement.
Most investors have a general
goal, from living comfortably after
they quit work to lavishing gifts on
grandchildren and touring the
world. But experts urge clients to
be more precise and create a plan
that includes necessities, desires
and a strategy for achieving them
— taking into consideration the
time it will take to achieve each financial goal.
“Saving for a child’s college
might give you an 18-year time
horizon while saving for retirement
might give you a 30- to 40-year
time horizon,” says Evan Tarver,
investments
analyst
at
FitSmallBusiness.com, “This time
horizon will dictate the types of investments you can choose.”
“Most people come at it looking for the highest rate of return,
which is great,” says Ty Young of
Ty J. Young Wealth Management
in Atlanta. “However, not losing
money is the most important thing.
You don’t have to make 12 to 15
percent a year to make a reasonable
rate of return if you just never lose
money.”
The key advice, experts say, is
to understand whether the goal can
be achieved with an investing strategy that’s likely to work.
If your goal is to preserve the
assets you’ve accumulated over a
lifetime and survive a market setback, it should be clear to you and
your financial professional that it
would not make sense to bet the
farm on pork bellies.
“Consider factors like how
much income and what kind of
lifestyle you want in retirement,
which are both crucial parts of a financial plan, and then land on a target retirement savings rate to help
move you toward that lifestyle,”
says Josh Jalinski, president of
Jalinski Advisory Group in Toms
River, New Jersey.
Mitch Walk, an advisor with
Retirement Wealth Specialists outside Orlando, Florida, says he uses
a written plan with every client.
“Every investor should work with
their advisor to put together some
type of investment policy statement,” he says. “Having this statement in writing helps hold all parties involved accountable.”
Here, then, are a few of the topics that financial planning should
include.
Statement of intent
This is the general goal, like retiring at 66, staying in your home
for the rest of your life, leaving
principal to grow so it can go to
children.
“Anyone setting up an investment plan needs to sit down and
seriously consider what their financial needs are today, as well as what
their financial needs might be in the
future,” Walk says. “Are we saving for retirement? College? Medical care? Travel? Living expenses?
Or are we planning for a mixture

of some, or even all of these?”
Retirement income
Will you get Social Security and
a traditional pension, or depend on
investment income as well? Any retirement planning you do should
answer those questions.
Acceptable risk
Often called “risk tolerance,”

this describes how you would balance risk of loss against prospects
for bigger returns. Professionals
typically ask questions like, “What
would you do if your portfolio lost
20 percent of its value? Sell everything? Hang on? Invest more?”
“The gauge for acceptable risk
should be the acceptable level of de-

cline in your investments,” Tarver
says. “For example, many investments will have the ability to grow
by 10 percent or decline by 10 percent in a given year. If a 10 percent
short-term decline is acceptable to
you, then the risk is therefore acceptable.”
Asset allocation
This is how you divide your investments among various categories of stocks, bonds and cash. Your
advisor should be able to provide
data on how various combinations
have performed in the past.
“Diversification should be integrated from a tax perspective, liquidity perspective and accounttype perspective because full diversification that includes these aspects
results in flexibility and flexibility
means maintained momentum for
attaining your financial goals,” says
Nicole Peterkin, a planner in
Braintree, Massachusetts.
Management
The rise of indexed products that

track gauges, like the Standard &
Poor’s 500 index, indicate that
many investors are content to match
the market’s gains rather than try
to hit home runs. Which do you
want to do? Index investing is suitable for do-it-yourselfers, and if you
use a pro you should be clear about
what you expect him or her to
achieve beyond the index returns
you could get on your own. Perhaps
you want an active and aggressive
approach with just a small portion
of your portfolio, with the rest simply tracking the market with a basket of index products. If so, your
plan should say so.
Communication
How often should your advisor
report your results? How quickly do
you expect a call back if you reach
out? Do you want to be consulted
on every decision, or will you give
your advisor some authority to act
on his or her own?
“Plans are never guaranteed,”
(See Brown, Page 22)
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Brown

(Continued from Page 21)
Walk says. “However, it is wise for
any investor to meet with their financial advisor two or three times
a year, or have some type of review
process to track their progress, identify lifestyle needs or goal changes,
and see if any adjustments are
needed.”
Benchmarks
A portfolio full of stocks and
funds that hold stocks in large U.S.
companies can be measured against
the S&P 500, but small and foreign
stocks should have different benchmarks. It should be clear what
benchmark will be used with each
holding so you can assess results.
Fees
How will your advisor be paid?
You might, for example, pay 1 to 3
percent of the value of your portfolio, plus the fees charged by each
fund it contains. Be clear about
what you get for each fee. It would
not make sense, for example, to pay
an annual fee on long-term holdings
in index funds that require no management.
Walk says, “I recommend that
any investor working with a financial professional understand any
and all fees up front, follow their
plan as best as possible, and review
their plan on a regular basis.”
A fallback plan
If your investments don’t grow
as expected, you may still be able
to salvage a comfortable retirement
with a few adjustments — visiting
national parks instead of cruising
the world, and moving to a cheaper
home and location. Your plan
should provide for fallbacks like
taking out a reverse mortgage on
your home, working longer or
working part time in retirement.
With a new year comes a desire
to get organized once and for all.
This is especially important in one’s
financial life, as you don’t want to
miss bill payments, nor do you want
to them pay twice. Plus, keeping
your financial information neat and
tidy makes tax time much less painful and can help you meet your savings goals.
Here are eight easy ways to organize your financial life this year.
Automate bill payments
One surefire way to make sure
you always pay your bills on time
is to automate payments. You can
do this by setting up automatic payments by credit or debit card, using
your bank’s online bill pay service
or authorizing automatic debits
from your account. Be sure to keep
track of the payments you have automated, so you know when to stop
them or update credit cards.
Pay yourself first
The easiest money to save is the
money you never see. Many employers allow you to have money
from your paycheck deposited directly into a savings account. If your
employer doesn’t offer that option,
you can set it up yourself with automatic transfers from checking to
savings. You can also set up automatic deposits or transfers to retirement or investment accounts.
Track your spending
Knowing where your money
goes is the first step toward using it
well. Plus, an organized tracking
system will make gathering information for your tax returns easier.
You can use a program such as
Quicken, an online solution such as
Mint, Personal Capital or Tiller, or
an old-fashioned spreadsheet — or
even a notebook. Some programs
will download transactions from

banks and credit cards, while others require you to enter information
manually. And some even have
apps that let you enter transactions
on your phone. Choose a system
you’ll stick to.
Organize your files
We are not yet in a paperless
world, and there are some financial
documents everyone should still
keep on paper. Create a filing system that works for you, using a file
box, a file cabinet or even a set of
shoeboxes. At a minimum, you
need a place to put receipts for tax
time, stock statements, medical insurance information, estate planning documents and repair records
for your home. If some of your files
are electronic, make sure you have
them backed up, either to CDs, external drives or to the cloud.
Make a budget
A budget can help you control
your spending and ensure you don’t
spend more than you make. It can
also help you keep your spending
priorities in check. Couples should

periodically discuss their household
budgets and make sure both parties
are in sync with how their money
is being spent. You can write up a
budget on a legal pad or use a budget app such as YNAB or Mint on
your computer, tablet or phone.
Update your documents
A new year is a good time to
make sure all your financial documents are still current. That includes updating beneficiaries on
401(k) and retirement accounts,
checking (or writing) a will, drawing up health care surrogate and
other estate planning documents
and making sure any automatic payments you set up are still configured properly.
Organize your
online accounts
We all have numerous online
accounts with passwords, including
online bank and brokerage accounts, shopping accounts and
mileage accounts. Do you know
where all your accounts are? Create a list of all your accounts,

usernames and passwords, and keep
it in a notebook or at a secure online
password vault such as LastPass, or
both. While you’re doing this,
unsubscribe to shopping updates or
daily deals that tempt you to spend
money.
Create your own mail station
Many important documents, including stock statements and medical bills, still arrive in your mailbox. But as paper mail becomes a
less important part of our life, it’s
easy to ignore it as it arrives. The

most efficient way to deal with mail
is to organize it as it comes in. You
might need something as simple as
a set of boxes labeled “Bills to Pay,”
“Documents to File” and “Items
That Require Action.”
Jeff Brown spent nearly 40 years
as a newspaper reporter, columnist
and editor, including 20 years writing about investing, personal finance, the economy and financial
markets. He spent 20 years at The
Philadelphia Inquirer and has been
freelancing since 2007.
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Want an extra $250K from Social Security? Here’s how
Investor’s Business Daily
You know the old saying: Timing is everything. That’s certainly
true when it comes to the start of
your Social Security benefits. Different dates for starting to receive
your monthly benefits check can
add or subtract hundreds of thousands of dollars to the amount you
receive from Uncle Sam over your
lifetime.
Married couples have a variety
of choices of when each spouse
starts taking their Social Security
benefits. Affecting those choices
are issues such as the age difference, whether one is working while
the other isn’t and if one earns a lot
more than the other.
Here’s how to choose the right
starting date, so the Social Security
system puts as much as several hundreds of thousands of extra dollars
in benefits into your hands. Even
if it’s a much smaller amount, you
still want the extra income, right?
The stakes are big. Basically,
your benefits are based on how
much you earn during the 35 years
in your work career when you
earned the most money, up to limits in the Social Security benefits
formula.
Suppose you retired at age 62
in 2009 and were eligible for the
biggest benefit allowed. Your
monthly check would have been
$1,769. By age 90 — even if we
ignore cost-of-living increases
along the way for the sake of simplicity — the sum of your monthly
benefits would total $594,384.
In contrast, if you delayed the
start of benefits until age 70 —
going without any monthly Social
Security checks for eight years —
by age 90 your benefits would total $848,120. That’s a $253,736
reward for patience.
That’s 43 percent more than you
would receive if you had started
earlier and pocketed an extra eight
years’ worth of benefits checks.
“In that example, the break-even
age is 78,” said Tim Steffen, director of financial planning for the advisory firm Robert W. Baird. “In
other words, if they lived to 78,
they’d have the same cumulative
benefit regardless of when they
started. If they won’t live that long,
they’d be better off starting at 62.
If they live past 78, they’d be better offer having deferred until 70.”
Odds are, your starting benefits
will be smaller. The 2017 average
monthly check for individuals is
$1,360. That’s only 38 percent as
big as that maximum check for
someone who starts at age 70 this
year.
Still, the idea is the same. Delaying the start of benefits means a
much bigger check. So how should
you pick your starting date, when
the date you start might also impact the size of your spouse’s benefits? Which combination of starting dates is best for the two of you
together?
The earliest that anyone can start
to collect benefits is age 62. But
that’s before what the Social Security Administration calls your full
retirement age (FRA). By beginning to collect before your FRA,
you get a starting benefit that is
lower than what you would receive
at FRA. At FRA, you can start receiving the full benefit that you
earn over your work career.
Similarly, the government rewards you for delaying the start of
your benefits. For each year from

FRA to age 70 that you postpone
the start of collecting your benefits,
your starting monthly paycheck is
boosted roughly 8 percent.
For people born in 1937 or earlier, FRA is 65. For people born in
1960 or later, FRA is 67. For people
born in 1938 through 1959, FRA is
somewhere in between. For instance, it is age 66 for anyone born
in 1943 through 1954. It is 66 and
two months for people born in
1955.

“If you can afford to go without
receiving benefits until then, it’s
best to wait until age 70 to get the
maximum monthly check,” Steffen
said.
And what happens if a spouse
who has earned less or is not working starts to collect early? Let’s say
that happens to be your wife. Generally, your wife is entitled to
whichever is greater, her own benefit based on her own work history,
or 50 percent of your benefit.

“If your wife never earned a lot,
her own benefits might be well below 50 percent of yours,” Steffen
said. “In that case, she’s better off
collecting the so-called spousal
benefit of up to 50 percent.”
But your wife can only claim the
spousal benefit once you start to
receive your own benefit. If you are,
say, 68 years old and are waiting
until age 70 before filing your
claim, your wife’s only option is to
claim her own benefit.

“And, remember, if she starts
before full retirement age, her starting benefit is reduced,” Steffen said.
“For example, if she starts at age
62, her benefit is reduced about 25
percent. If her full retirement age
is 66 and her benefit would be
$1,000, it is only $750 at age 62.”
Once you do start to take your
own benefit, your wife’s spousal
benefit is based on your benefit at
your own FRA, even if you start
your own benefits before your
FRA.
“The longer you expect to live,
the better off you are by waiting,”
Steffen said. “Your lifetime benefits
will total more. But you should wait
only if you can afford to.”
And if you die, your spouse is
eligible for 100 percent of your benefit, not just 50 percent.
Further, if you start to collect
benefits after FRA but then start to
work again and can afford not to
collect, you can suspend your benefits and start to get your roughly 8
percent annual increase in benefits
again until age 70.
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Two tips that lead to a better retirement
Working longer and postponing Social Security benefits can help get savings back on track.

By Rebecca Lake
U.S. News & World Report
For many Americans, a broad
gap exists between their expectations of how much money they will
need in retirement and the reality.
Merrill Lynch’s March 2017 Finances in Retirement Survey
pegged the average cost of retirement at $738,400. According to a
PwC survey, about half of baby
boomers have less than $100,000
saved for retirement. Nearly a third
have saved less than $50,000.
Despite those discouraging
numbers, a comfortable retirement
isn’t out of reach. In fact, making
two simple changes to your retirement plans can brighten your longterm financial outlook.
Tip No. 1: Work Longer
Retiring after age 65 is becoming the new normal for a growing
number of Americans. A Gallup
poll conducted in May found that
39 percent of Americans plan to
retire after age 65, up from 14 percent a decade ago. Nearly 63 percent said they planned to continue
working part time.
Staying in the workforce longer
yields multiple benefits for your retirement savings portfolio, including more opportunities to capitalize on positive market swings. “If
you keep working past age 65, you
can keep your portfolio in growth
mode,” says Nina O’Neal, a partner at Archer Investment Management in Raleigh, North Carolina.
As you get closer to your target
retirement age, O’Neal says, you
can begin transitioning your portfolio to include more stable income
investments.
Joseph Roseman, managing
partner at O’Dell, Winkfield,
Roseman and Shipp in Charlotte,
North Carolina, says older workers
can also beef up retirement savings
by making catch-up contributions.
For 2017, workers age 50 and
older can sock away an extra
$6,000, pushing the total annual
contribution limit for a 401(k) to
$24,000. Hopefully, Roseman says,
by the time you reach your 60s,
“you’re at your highest income levels and can save the maximum in
your employer’s plan.”
If you’re working longer, you
should also consider contributing to
a Roth 401(k) or a Roth individual
retirement account if possible.
“Roth contributions don’t garner a
current tax deduction, but you can
access these funds income-tax-free
in the future,” Roseman says, which
is helpful if you’re concerned about
your tax liability in retirement.
Staying on your employer’s
health plan is another valuable perk
of working longer. “With the rising
cost of health care and health insurance and the uncertainty surrounding the Affordable Care Act,
it’s a scary time to be on your own
when it comes to health insurance,”
Roseman says.
The average 65-year-old couple
can expect to spend $260,000 on
health care in retirement, according
to research from Fidelity Investments. Staying on the job longer
can keep those costs from making
a sizable dent in your retirement
savings.
Tip No. 2:
Delay Social Security
Working longer is one piece of
the secure retirement puzzle. The
other is postponing your Social Security benefits.
An April 2017 Fidelity survey
found that the number of Americans
who plan to claim Social Security
early has dropped dramatically
since 2008. Just 28 percent of seniors say they’ll collect benefits
beginning at age 62, compared to
45 percent nearly a decade ago.
Delaying Social Security can
give you more income to work with
later on. “Social Security, in most
cases, should not be taken until one
needs it,” says Annalee Leonard,
owner of Mainstay Financial Group
in Pensacola, Florida. “Every year
you put off taking Social Security
beyond full retirement age, your
benefit increases by 8 percent.”
Waiting until age 70 would boost
your Social Security benefit by 32
percent, or an additional $435.20
per month based on the average
monthly benefit of $1,360 in the
first quarter of 2017.
Postponing Social Security
could also increase your benefits if
you’re earning more than you were
at the beginning of your career.
“Social Security calculates the
benefit based on the top 35 years
of earnings,” Roseman says.
“Working longer allows you to replace some of those lower-income
early years.”
Ken Moraif, a certified financial
planner and senior advisor at Dal-

Improve your long-term financial outlook
las-based Money Matters, says se- ing tax-free withdrawals from a
niors must consider how delaying Roth account in retirement with
benefits affects their investment the tax liability for the converstrategy. That’s particularly important if you’re planning to downshift
from full-time to part-time work,
reducing your income.
“If you delay Social Security
benefits, your investments will have
to make up for expenses that your
wages don’t cover,” Moraif says. If
you foresee a shortfall, you may
have to rethink your time frame for
shifting investments from growth to
income.
Be mindful of taxes
Working longer and delaying
Social Security can have tax implications that could affect your retirement strategy.
“The years before you retire are
typically your highest earning
years,” says Michelle Young, a financial advisor with Ameriprise
Financial Services in Edina, Minnesota. “Depending on the tax environment, you may be paying a
larger portion of your income to
taxes while you’re still working
than you would if you were retired.”
Fully funding tax-advantaged
accounts in the years leading up to
retirement can minimize the tax
burden. Young reminds savers to
look outside of their employer’s
plan and supplement their retirement with a health savings account
or other tax-advantaged plans.
Taxes are also a consideration if
you’re converting a traditional IRA
to a Roth to avoid required minimum distributions beginning at age
70.5. “When you convert a traditional IRA to a Roth, the amount of
the conversion will count as taxable
income,” Moraif says.
That could temporarily push you
into a higher income tax bracket the
year you take the conversion. You’ll
need to weigh the benefit of mak-

sion amount.
Working longer may also increase your taxes. “More compensation in any year can push a taxpayer into a higher income tax
bracket,” says Barry Kozak, a consultant with October Three Consulting in Chicago.
While that may mean paying
more in taxes in your pre-retirement
years, there’s a silver lining, he
says. Savers can put that extra income to work as they begin the
countdown to retirement. “If extra
income is used to pay down debt,
such as credit cards or a mortgage
loan, or it’s added to savings, you’ll
be in a better financial position,”
Kozak says.
Leonard tells workers who are
considering working longer and de-

laying Social Security to weigh
both sides of the tax coin.
“Would you rather have less
money and pay less in taxes, or have
more money to live the way you
want to live, while paying more in
taxes,” Leonard says. “Personally,
I choose the second option.”
*****
Rebecca Lake is a freelance Investing & Retirement reporter at
U.S. News & World Report. She’s
been reporting on personal finance,
investing and small business for
nearly a decade and her work has
been featured on The Huffington
Post, Business Insider, CBS News
and Investopedia. You can connect
with her on LinkedIn and Twitter
or email Rebecca Lake at
rlake0836@gmail.com.

What You
Need To
Know
By Dr Nina Radcliff

SUMMERTIME INVITES RELAXATION

Health Benefits of
Relaxation & Refreshment

By Dr. Nina Radcliff, MD
Research continues to underscore the great health benefits from
the simple act of relaxation. Of
course for many, taking time to relax is not so simple. Facts are that
it may be hard to take a break or to
even plan to take a day off “to relax” or chill on vacation. But rest
and relaxation is important to maintaining your physical and mental
health.
Giving ourselves a break, and
some quality downtime — away
from the daily hustle and bustle —
works!! And it doesn’t really matter what the “relaxation” activity or
inactivity is; what matters is the taking of the time for that relaxation
— to give yourself (body, mind,
heart, and spirit) a chance to relax,
refresh and recharge. While being
“on” 24/7 is a part of our modern
day, we are not designed to go 24/
7/365.
Rest and relaxation are essential
if we wish to function properly and
effectively. And doing so will leave
you feeling ready to take on the
world once more — along with
added health benefits.
Sources define relaxation, in
psychology, as the emotional state
of low tension, in which there is an
absence of arousal that could come
from anger, anxiety or fear — or a
too demanding, busy lifestyle. According to the Oxford dictionary,
“Relaxation is when the body and
mind are free from tension and
anxiety (resting mind and body). It
may mean reestablishing equilibrium after a disturbance.”
How to relax?
It’s about a process — and understanding that taking time to
yourself for rejuvenation and relaxation is just as important as giving
time to other activities. At minimum, take short breaks during your
busy day. Or, purposely schedule
time off just for yourself so that you
can recharge for all the other things
you need to do.
Some use the time to reinvigorate spiritually by going to services
or retreats, while others turn off the
alarms and phones, sleep in, get a
massage, escape to scenic places or
just give themselves the gift of a day
off to wander. And there are those
who feel that working up a sweat
in the backyard or taking a long
walk, hike, or trip on their bike is
just what the doctor ordered.
Relaxation can range from
simple and easy, as discussed
above, to more complex, deep relaxation techniques such as progressive muscle relaxation, guided
imagery, and meditation that may
require some level of training in
order to develop the “skill.”
What are the benefits?
Activities that relax us help to
neutralize and reverse the stress response. Facts are that whatever relaxation techniques you select, it
will support de-stressing and help
you enjoy a better quality of life
with many added health benefits.
Some of those benefits include:
—Supporting the Cardiovascular System: Relaxation helps
you to reduce stress, anxiety and the
fight/flight response. While the
‘fight or flight’ response can cause
inflammation and disease, the ‘relaxation response’ can benefit numerous physiological systems by
reducing the activity of stress hormones — adrenaline and cortisol.
In doing so, it decreases your heart
rate and blood pressure and, consequently, the amount of work your
heart must do.
—Improving Sleep Quality,
Concentration and Mood: Better
concentration and focus makes life
easier and more productive, and
you can help make it happen with a
habit of relaxation. Studies show
that by relaxing, we can reduce fatigue and tiredness as well as anger
and frustration. This helps to lower
levels of stress hormones and induce calmness and an improved
mood — along with boosting confidence to handle problems. And

add to this, relaxation supports a
better night of quality sleep — playing a vital role in making sure that
you’re functioning your best
throughout the day. It all adds up,
doing wonders for your memory,
concentration, mood and stamina.
—Fighting infections and disease: Facts are that when we don’t
stop to take time and relax we are
opening the door to illness. Clinical studies have shown that relaxation creates shifts in hormone levels to repair cells as well as increased levels of helper cells that
defend against inflammation and
infectious disease. Recently, researchers at Harvard Medical
School discovered that long-term
practitioners of relaxation methods,
such as yoga and meditation, had
far more active “disease-fighting
genes” compared to those who did
not practice any form of relaxation.
—Improving Digestion: Since
digestion begins in the brain, maintaining a calm state of mind can aid
with healthy digestion. Being relaxed allows us to recognize that
our meal is coming and perceive the
food we eat (along with the sight
and smell). This triggers the salivary glands to begin producing saliva which is necessary for the
stages of proper food breakdown —
and also helps to lessen the burden
on the stomach and pancreas. When
we do not properly digest our food
in our stomachs, the food can reflux or flow backwards into the
esophagus, which results in discomfort and uncomfortable symptoms.
Eating in a relaxed manner in our
busy-busy-busy world, will help
improve your digestion.
—Reducing Muscle Tension
and Pain: Pain can arise from
many different causes: backache;

arthritis; chronic migraines; cancer;
and after surgery. Deep relaxation
is believed to soothe brain patterns
that underlie pain, and, over time,
alter the structure of the brain itself—thereby decreasing pain perception. The patients in a study published in the Journal of Behavioral
Medicine, who included the full
range of those typically seen in pain
clinics, were able to lessen or, in
some cases, stop altogether their use
of pain drugs from relaxation exercises. Four years after their training ended, the majority of patients
were still faithful in their use of the
relaxation practice, and still reported a decrease in pain and less
reliance on drugs to control it.
—Helping to Maintain Normal Blood Sugar Levels: Studies
have shown that relaxation and/or
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meditation — along with exercise
I understand that when faced
— significantly reduced stress and with numerous responsibilities and
lowered blood sugar levels. While tasks or the demands of an illness,
hormones such as glucagon and relaxation techniques may not be a
cortisol cause blood sugar levels to priority in your life. But that means
go up and are secreted during stress, you might miss out on the health
relaxation methods like yoga and benefits of relaxation. While not
mindfulness-based stress reduction always easy, it is possible. Take
decrease them; and, over time, can breaks and give yourself “me time.”
help to correct insulin secretion Try taking the scenic path home
problems in chronic diabetes.
tonight or, perhaps, plan to start
Relaxation is being used clini- your weekend on Thursday.
cally in much larger ranges of mediRelaxation is an important part
cal problems than the research so of taking care of yourself. It does
far has been able to assess. This in- not matter which type of relaxation
cludes the management of side ef- you use; just discover your favorfects of medical procedures such as ites. When you make time to prackidney dialysis and cancer chemo- tice relaxation regularly you will
therapy; gastrointestinal problems become skilled at doing whichever
like irritable bowel syndrome; in- method suits you best — and you
somnia; emphysema; asthma; and will notice the health benefits. Enskin disorders.
joy!!
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EarthTalk is written and edited by Roddy Scheer and Doug Moss
and is a registered trademark of E - The Environmental Magazine (www.emagazine.com). Send questions to:
earthtalk@emagazine.com. Subscribe: www.emagazine.com/
subscribe; Free Trial Issue: www.emagazine.com/trial.
Dear EarthTalk: Does Volvo’s
embrace of electric cars signal the
beginning of the end of the gaspowered internal combustion engine? — Macy Vigneault, New Orleans, LA
Volvo has announced that it will
only sell hybrid and electric cars beginning in 2019, signaling a shift
in the auto industry as a whole toward more fuel-efficient cars that
can help reduce drivers’ carbon
footprints and fuel costs.
“In the next five to 10 years,
every car on sale will offer a hybrid, plug-in hybrid, or full EV
[electric vehicle] variant,” says
Nicholas Roche of Tesla Motors,
the innovative California-based
electric car company, “and the
adoption rate of these technologies
will increase dramatically.”
But while Volvo’s announcement may indicate a sea change
coming, the internal combustion
engine isn’t going anywhere soon.
For one, there will be one in every
hybrid Volvo coming out of the
carmaker’s factories before and
surely long after 2019 (given that
hybrids by definition include both
petroleum-fueled and electric drivetrains).
The key factor that will keep the
internal combustion engine alive
and kicking for some time yet is our
massive petroleum-based refueling
infrastructure; indeed, we have
come to expect a gas station around
every corner and off ever highway
exit. Meanwhile, electric charging
stations are few and far between,
and charging up an EV using a regular power outlet can take several
hours as compared to filling up a
gas-powered car in a few minutes.
And most electric cars still can’t
make it as far on a charge as their
gasoline-fired equivalents can on a
tank of gas (this is where hybrids
come in handy, giving the driver
essentially the best of both worlds).
Only recently has Tesla and
other EV makers started to crack the
code on range with vehicles stocked
with new high-performance batteries that can meet or exceed the distances a gas fill-up would normally
yield. Only time will tell if such
improvements ripple out throughout the EV industry and can start to
displace internal combustion engines.
That said, Volvo’s recent announcement is still significant, with
company CEO HÂkan Samuelsson
declaring “the end of the solely
combustion engine-powered car.” If
and when other traditional
automakers follow suit and stop
making cars solely powered by gas

or diesel remains to be seen, but
Renault-Nissan (whose Leaf is the
top selling EV in the world), BMW,
Volkswagen, General Motors and
Toyota are also vying for big slices
of the electric car pie. Tesla continues to be the leading EV pure play
out there, but a few well-heeled EV

Volvo’s 40.1 concept car features an all-electric drivetrain and is a symbol
of the Swedish automaker’s move away from internal combustion engines.
start-ups including Faraday Future,
It’s anybody’s guess when the and battery technologies means that
Lucid Motors, Fisker Automotive internal combustion engine car will a future free of automotive gasoline
and Nio are no doubt keeping become a historical relic, but the and diesel emissions is an achievTesla’s Elon Musk up at night.
rapid advance in electric vehicle able dream.

PLACES TO GO
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“Trina Johnson-Finn: Queen of the
Night! Remembering Whitney Houston”

By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Whitney Houston
Archives & Trina Johnson-Finn
Just watching Whitney
Houston’s videos, television and
film performances, you feel the
power of her golden voice and thrill
to her unique style. Few could forget experiencing Whitney sing “I
Will Always Love You,” once they
heard her the music was indelible
in their minds as with some of her
other hits.
Whitney, one of the greatest
singers of our time, gave happiness
to millions and will truly be missed.
Is it possible for anyone to replicate the excitement of a Whitney
Houston concert? Whitney’s fans
deserve the best interpretation, a
voice that is able to hit the high
notes and a woman who is dedicated to her.
One of the few women who can
step into this role, Trina JohnsonFinn stars in “Queen of the Night!
Remembering Whitney Houston,”
appearing I decided to see “Queen
of the Night” after watching Trina’s
and Whitney’s videos, seeing the
differences and similarities. Of
course, there is no comparison to
seeing a live performance and to
judge for yourself.
This was a chance to hear
Whitney’s hits, the classic songs
you love including “I’m Every
Woman,” “Queen of the Night,”
“How Will I Know,” “I Will Always
Love You,” “I Have Nothing,” “My
Name Is Not Susan” and “I Wanna’
Dance With Somebody.”
This event was one night only,
but you can see for yourself “Queen
of the Night, Remembering
Whitney Houston” when Trina returns to Las Vegas. The event appeared at the Access Showroom, in
the Aliante Hotel, at the Aliante
Casino + Hotel + Spa, 7300 N.
Aliante Parkway, North Las Vegas.
For more information visit the
websites:
http://
www.trinajohnsonfinn.com/ and
http://whitneyhouston.com/
Tickets start at $25 plus tax and
fees, and luxury booths are also
available. Guests 21 and over may
purchase tickets by calling
702.692.7777
or
visiting
ticketing.aliantegaming.com.
BIO: Trina Johnson-Finn appeared on the Grammys, Oprah,
MTV Music Video Awards, BET
Awards and the American Music
Awards. Trina opened for Barbara
Streisand, Smokey Robinson,
Michael Bolton, MC Hammer and
many more.
As a producer, Trina recently cofounded Gemini Twin Productions
comprised of independent writers,
Film, TV, publishing and live per-

Trina Johnson-Finn starring in “Queen of the Night: Remembering Whitney Houston”
formances. Trina self-produced and Queen Latifah and Steve Martin, as travel, health, luxury and more. SUGGESTIONS: Do you have a
stars in the “Queen of the Night! and the Off-Broadway theater pro- Sandy is talk show host of Sandy fave comedian, singer, musician,
Remembering Whitney.
ductions of Dreamgirls, Ain’t Mis- Zimmerman’s Las Vegas TV. If you hypnotist, ventriloquist, specialty
Appearing in films, television behaving, Vegas! The Show, and wish information, have questions act, production show or any other
and the theater and projects Anchor- The Wiz.
about any of Sandy’s articles, wish entertainer? Let Sandy know your
man starring Will Ferrell, Breakin’
Award-winning syndicated col- to recommend subjects, call (702)- fave, the reasons for your choice,
All The Rules starring Jamie Foxx, umnist Sandy Zimmerman is a 731-6491 or email Sandy at your name/ email and you may win
Bringing Down The House starring Show and Dining reviewer as well www.sandyzimm2003@yahoo.com. a prize.

Trina Johnson-Finn stars in “Queen of the Night”

Whitney Houston performing in Belgium.
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To place classified ads in the Las Vegas Tribune
please call 702-426-6022 or 702-426-5902
HELP WANTED

SPECIAL OFFERS

Television Reporter/Writer
NAU Television Services #603025

Northern Arizona University’s Television Services is currently seeking
a full time Television Reporter/Writer. Under direction of the Executive
Producer, the Television Reporter/Writer produces, writes and delivers
program material on camera for the university television station and
other university departments. TV Services is a unit within Marketing
and Strategic Communications. The Television Reporter/Writer must
have the ability to translate complex content in a manner that
promotes the university in the marketplace. Under direction of the
Producer/Director, this position also participates as a member of the
production team using video camera, audio and lighting equipment to
capture video and audio for new programming and in support of live
television broadcasts.
Minimum Qualifications: Bachelor’s degree in mass communication,
broadcast production, film, fine arts, marketing or related field and two
years’ experience in broadcast reporting, broadcast writing,
multimedia, journalism, marketing or other related digital and/or video
emphasis. Or six years’ experience in broadcast reporting/writing or
related field. Or any equivalent combination of experience, training
and/or education.
Application Deadline: Open until further notice.
Please see nau.jobs for full job descriptions and details on how to apply
online! NAU is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution. Women,
minorities, veterans and individuals with disabilities are encouraged to apply.

PERSONALS

LEGAL HELP

INTERNET/TV OFFERS

HOUSING

INTERNET/TV OFFERS

HEALTH

HEALTH

